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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has presented the world with a huge challenge to balance the health of the population with the scale of stringent response measures. Policy makers need evidence based recommendations to inform their response to the pandemic and the ever changing landscape it creates.

Testing and isolation of infected individuals plays a critical role in containing the spread of the disease, but is aimed primarily at detecting symptomatic individuals. However, asymptomatic individuals are much more difficult to detect. This study presents the augmentation of a close contact testing regime with random testing to examine the effect on the number of COVID-19 related deaths.

An extended Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, Removed (SEIR) model was built using the agent based modelling software, NetLogo. This model included several non-pharmaceutical interventions such as testing, tracing, public health measures, and level 5 lockdown. A specific outbreak in county Carlow between December 1st 2020 and February 28th 2021 was modeled. Population data based on the Ireland Census 2016 and COVID-19 statistics were used as inputs into the model and for model validation.

The results showed a statistically significant difference between scenarios where no random testing was performed (base model) and scenarios where 40% and 50% daily testing capacity was reserved for random testing. This result demonstrates that both testing regimes work best when used together, and not with one replacing the other.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

In December 2019, a newly identified coronavirus SARS-CoV-19 (COVID-19) was discovered in Wuhan, China, and has since then spread across most countries of the world, becoming a worldwide pandemic. As of August 26th 2021, the official figures from the WHO website show that the number of confirmed cases has reached 213,050,725 across 220 countries with 4,448,352 confirmed deaths associated with the disease\(^1\).

Governments have implemented a range of non-pharmaceutical interventions in response to the pandemic and the effectiveness of these responses have varied across countries and territories. Such responses include social distancing, restriction of travel, closure of schools and business and isolation of confirmed cases (Hale et al., 2020). There is a need for policy makers to balance the scale of these and other responses in order to minimise the mortality rate while keeping disruption to the lives and livelihoods of the population to a minimum.

A vast array of statistical methods and simulation techniques have been used in epidemiology to model the dynamics and spread of infectious diseases including the effectiveness of interventions deployed to contain them. Policy makers can use these

\(^1\)https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019
techniques to monitor and predict the prevalence of COVID-19, plan resources effectively, and control the spread of this infectious disease.

1.2 Research Project and Problem

Testing and isolation of infected individuals is vital to slow down the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. During a pandemic, most of the reported cases will present to healthcare professionals with symptoms of the disease. However, asymptomatic individuals may also be a key factor in the spread of the disease, and secondary infections could have an impact on the more vulnerable members of society. Relying on the tracing of close contacts of confirmed cases may only identify a fraction of the number of asymptomatic cases and estimating the impact of these cases on the dynamics of epidemics is very difficult since the true number will never be known. Many countries have different levels of maturity in relation to testing and tracing of close contacts which also could have a significant impact on the level of control they can impose on the spread of the disease (Hale et al., 2020; Ivorra et al., 2020).

As of August 2021, many countries have already experienced multiple waves of the pandemic as cases and deaths rise and fall. With these rises, come government responses which place a heavy burden on society in terms of economic, social, and mental health aspects. Public health policies such as mask wearing, travel restrictions, and school and business closures, as well as vaccine roll-out have made a significant contribution to keeping the number of cases and deaths at a manageable level in some countries. However, there are still many countries whose policies have proven to be less effective and have suffered as a result (Silva et al., 2020; Murphy et al., 2021). If testing could be improved, more asymptomatic infectious individuals could be detected, potentially impacting the number of COVID-19 related deaths. This may also reduce the severity of waves of cases and associated painful but necessary response policies.

As a result, the following question will be addressed in this research.
Research Question: Can the efficiency of a COVID-19 close-contact tracing regime in an Irish county be improved through the use of random testing of potentially asymptomatic infected individuals?

1.3 Research Objectives

The research question intends to examine whether introducing random testing to augment a close-contact tracing regime can detect and remove additional potentially asymptomatic infected individuals, resulting in a statistically significantly lower number of COVID-19 related deaths. The aim of this research is to examine whether random testing could play a significant role and form part of a strategy to reduce the need for stringent social isolation and travel restriction policies. This does not suggest that close-contact tracing is not effective.

Epidemiology models can be used to simulate the dynamics of infectious diseases and the interventions used to control them. An agent-based model uses a bottom-up approach where micro-level rules are applied to a heterogeneous population of agents. These agents share a closed simulated environment where they follow specific rules of behaviour. Agent based models can exhibit complex behaviour and provide valuable information at a population level which will be used to answer the research question described in this project [El-Sayed et al., 2012; Carpenter & Sattenspiel, 2009).

The following sub-sections will discuss the various elements of how an agent-based model will be built including the software, compartmental method, society attributes, population attributes, disease attributes, government responses, and the data sources used. In addition, sub-sections describe how the model will be initialised and validated, as well as how the experiment will be designed to test the hypothesis.
1.3.1 Design and build an Agent-based model

The first objective will be to design and build an Agent-based model on a modified version of the SEIR compartmental method. The purpose of this agent based model will be to simulate the dynamics of a specific outbreak of COVID-19 between the dates December 1st 2020 and February 28th 2021. The location of the outbreak will be in a county in Ireland. To accurately represent this outbreak, the dynamics of the COVID-19 disease, Irish society, and the Irish Government response policies will be incorporated.

NetLogo

The model will be built using the multi-agent simulation environment and programming language, NetLogo. This easy-to-use environment can simulate complex natural and social phenomena and has been used for many years in the areas of research and education (Tisue & Wilensky, 2004). The NetLogo model will be built using agents, known as turtles, spatial units in the environment, known as patches, and functions and variables which can be programmed using the NetLogo language.

A unit of time in the NetLogo environment is called a tick. Each tick will represent one hour and time is determined as the modulus of the number of ticks and 24 (Hunter & Kelleher, 2021).

SEIR Model

A Susceptible Exposed Infected Removed (SEIR) model is a compartmental method used to simulate the effects of infectious diseases. Agents are separated into mutually exclusive groups or compartments and can therefore only reside in one compartment at any one time. The agents move between compartments depending on the parameters of the disease being modelled. These compartments are not physical spaces in the simulation environment but are listed as an attribute of an agent to indicate at which stage of infection an agent is at. Susceptible agents do not have the disease but can
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become infected (i.e. they are not immune). Exposed agents have become infected but cannot yet pass the disease to another agent. Infected agents have the disease and can pass it on to other agents. Removed agents have either recovered from or have died as a result of the disease.

Epidemiological status is used as a parameter to track the compartment that an agent currently resides in and is used in many examples in the literature (Silva et al., 2020; Saravanan et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2018; El-Sayed et al., 2012; Hoertel et al., 2020). In the model initialisation process, each agent will be assigned a value of Susceptible or Infected in Section 1.3.2.

This model will also include a number of additional compartments in the standard SEIR model to account for dynamics specific to COVID-19 (Silva et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020). The Infected compartment will be split into a number of separate compartments: Infected asymptomatic, Infected symptomatic, Infected severe, and Infected critical. These additional compartments represent the number of agents that are asymptomatic, symptomatic but have a mild infection, have been admitted to hospital, and have been admitted to an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) respectively. In addition, a compartment to track the number of dead agents will also be included. Therefore the model becomes $SEI^A I^M I^S I^C RD$. The number of agents in each compartments at the end of the simulation become the set of response variables and are listed in Table 1.6.

In order to accurately simulate the specific effects of COVID-19 on a population of agents, an age-structured table of probability values will be used to determine whether an agent becomes infected ($E$), becomes symptomatic ($I^A, I^M$), becomes hospitalised ($I^S$), becomes critically ill ($I^C$), dies or recovers ($D, R$). The probability values and associated parameter values are listed in Table 1.4 (Kerr et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020; Verity et al., 2020; Ferguson et al., 2020; Brazeau et al., 2020; O’Driscoll et al., 2021).

In addition to the probability of agents moving from one compartment to another,
several attribute values are assigned to each agent during the initialisation process to determine how many days each agent should remain in each compartment. These values are listed in Table 1.1 (Kerr et al., 2021; Lauer et al., 2020; Du et al., 2020; Linton et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020; Verity et al., 2020).

Elements of Society

Each person agent in the model represents either a member of the population or a household and will have a number of attributes associated with them. Since the severity of COVID-19 varies depending on age, each agent will have an age attribute (Silva et al., 2020; Hunter et al., 2020; Barek et al., 2020). The Ireland Central Statistics Office (CSO) provides a detailed breakdown of the population age based on the latest Ireland Census data from 2016, which is broken down by county, city, and sex. While this model will not differentiate the severity of COVID-19 based on gender, the sex of the agent is also included as an attribute since this will be used to assign agents to households.

Hunter et al. (2020) have shown how distributing agents according to real world data allows results to be more easily applied to real life scenarios and also offers reproducibility in cases where this level of data is openly available. Household data available from the Central Statistics Office (CSO) is based on the Ireland Census from 2016 and provides population distribution based on household size and age.

---

2 https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
7 https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
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#### Person Agent attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age of agent</td>
<td>0 - 95</td>
<td>CSO Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidemiological status</td>
<td>Status as set out in table 1.6</td>
<td>All agents initialised as susceptible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsEssentialWorker</td>
<td>Is this agent an essential worker</td>
<td>Yes (20%) / No (80%)</td>
<td>Redmond et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EconomicStatus</td>
<td>Economic status of the agent</td>
<td>Employed / unemployed / student / retired</td>
<td>CSO Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days exposed</td>
<td>No of days the agent was infected but not infectious.</td>
<td>4.5 mean, 1.5 std</td>
<td>Lauer et al., 2020 Du et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days infectious to symptomatic</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was infectious</td>
<td>1.1 mean, 0.9 std</td>
<td>Linton et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days severely ill</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was severely ill in hospital</td>
<td>6.6 mean, 4.9 std</td>
<td>Linton et al., 2020 Wang et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days critical</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was critically ill in ICU</td>
<td>1.5 mean, 2.0 std</td>
<td>Chen et al., 2020 Wang et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days critical to death</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was critically ill before death</td>
<td>10.7 mean, 4.8 std</td>
<td>Verity et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days infectious to recovery mild</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was infectious before recovery (asymptomatic and mild cases)</td>
<td>8.0 mean, 2.0 std</td>
<td>Verity et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days infectious to recovery severe</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was infectious before recovery (severe and critical cases)</td>
<td>18.1 mean, 6.3 std</td>
<td>Verity et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home patch</td>
<td>Area where the agent lives</td>
<td>Patches are assigned households by household type and agents are assigned to households according to census household data</td>
<td>CSO Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work patch</td>
<td>Area where the agent works or goes to school</td>
<td>Agents are assigned a patch not assigned as a household.</td>
<td>CSO Ireland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Person Agent attributes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household agent attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HouseholdType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Household Agent attributes

Hunter et al. (2020) and Hunter & Kelleher (2021) have proposed a method to create a society in Ireland that can represent a town or county. The CSO provides detailed population statistics across a number of so-called themes at different levels of geographic granularity. These statistics include the number of people per household type by age group, and the principle economic status of agents such as student, retired, working, unemployed etc. The lowest level of geographic granularity is called a small area and contains between 80 and 120 dwellings[^9]. These small areas will be used as the basis to assign agents to households and since small areas can be aggregated up to county level, this aligns with statistics on COVID-19 cases also[^10].

Redmond et al. (2020) describe essential workers as healthcare professionals, armed forces, retail sales, and transportation operatives. These essential workers will account for 20% of all workers and are flagged as such using an agent attribute in Table 1.1.

Each patch in the NetLogo environment will correspond to a small area from the Ireland CSO data, and household agents will be generated within the patch according to that data. Household agents will have a small number of attributes[^11] such as location in the environment and household type as outlined in Table 1.2. Person agents will then be assigned to these households in the small area with the locations stored as an agent attribute called Home Patch (see Table 1.1). Household agents

[^1]: https://www.cso.ie/[^9]
within a patch not assigned as a household will be assigned as a workplace or school instead.

**Government Responses**

Government response policies to COVID-19 have evolved as the pandemic has progressed but there are a number of measures that have been implemented across many countries including physical distancing, business and school closures, travel restrictions, mask wearing, and personal hygiene advice. In order to respond to the spread of the disease, testing and tracing capabilities are also implemented by many countries, including Ireland.

To model measures such as mask wearing, physical distancing, and hygiene, a fractional reduction of 80% in transmissibility is applied to $\beta_1$ in Table 1.3, the probability of becoming infected by age (Chu et al., 2020). This fractional reduction is stored as parameter $\beta_9$ in Table 1.3.

The Ireland government testing and tracing regime involves the testing of symptomatic people using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test and tracing people that were in close contact with a person that had tested positive for COVID-19. Mardani et al. (2020) have shown the accuracy of a PCR test ranging from 83.5% to 87.9%. However, Khatami et al. (2020) have leveraged 60 studies and have presented overall recall (sensitivity) as 87% which is used in this project as parameter $\beta_8$ (see Table 1.3).

As agents move around the environment, they will keep track of other agents they have been in close contact with. If an agent has tested positive for COVID-19, then their close contacts will also be tested.

**Agent Activity Cycle**

The model will run through an iterative process where at each tick, every agent will follow the agent activity cycle laid out in Figure 1.1. The model design and iterative algorithm are based on a simplified version of the models produced by Silva et al.
### Table 1.3: Agent and model parameters, $P$

#### Demographic parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>CSO Ireland (^{12})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2$</td>
<td>Age distribution of agents</td>
<td>CSO Ireland (^{13})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Epidemiological parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>Probability of becoming infected by age</td>
<td>Zhang et al. (^{20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>Probability of symptoms appearing by age</td>
<td>Verity et al. (^{20}), Ferguson et al. (^{20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>Probability of developing severe symptoms by age</td>
<td>Verity et al. (^{20}), Ferguson et al. (^{20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>Probability of developing into a critical case by age</td>
<td>Verity et al. (^{20}), Ferguson et al. (^{20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_5$</td>
<td>Probability of death by age</td>
<td>O’Driscoll et al. (^{21}), Brazeau et al. (^{20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_0$</td>
<td>Number of initially infected agents</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_7$</td>
<td>Accuracy of PCR test (recall)</td>
<td>Recall 87% (^{20}), Khatami et al. (^{20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_8$</td>
<td>Random test probability</td>
<td>Applied as part of the experiment design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_9$</td>
<td>Fractional reduction in becoming infected</td>
<td>80% (^{20}), Chu et al. (^{20})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 1.4: Epidemiology parameter values by age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0-9</th>
<th>10-19</th>
<th>20-29</th>
<th>30-39</th>
<th>40-49</th>
<th>50-59</th>
<th>60-69</th>
<th>70-79</th>
<th>80-89</th>
<th>90+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>0.00050</td>
<td>0.00165</td>
<td>0.00720</td>
<td>0.02080</td>
<td>0.03430</td>
<td>0.07650</td>
<td>0.13280</td>
<td>0.20655</td>
<td>0.24570</td>
<td>0.24570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>0.00003</td>
<td>0.00008</td>
<td>0.00036</td>
<td>0.00104</td>
<td>0.00216</td>
<td>0.00933</td>
<td>0.03639</td>
<td>0.08923</td>
<td>0.17420</td>
<td>0.17420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_5$</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
<td>0.00010</td>
<td>0.00032</td>
<td>0.00098</td>
<td>0.00265</td>
<td>0.00766</td>
<td>0.02439</td>
<td>0.08292</td>
<td>0.16190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At each iteration, every agent will check if they are alive. If so, then they will check if they have been infected. If the agent has been infected, then they will travel home to quarantine for 14 days if they have not already done so. A PCR test is assumed to be used to assess whether an agent is infected. The recall is 87% as shown in Table 1.3 (Khatami et al., 2020). If a PCR test is positive, then the agent stays in quarantine for 14 days. If the test is negative, then the agent returns to normal patterns of behaviour. If an agent has been infected, probabilities $\beta_3$, $\beta_4$, and $\beta_5$ are used to determine whether
the agent has a severe case ($I^S$), a critical case ($I^C$), and whether or not the agent
dies or recovers ($D$ or $R$). The duration of time the agent spends in each of these
compartments are determined by agent attributes as described in Table 1.1.
If the agent is not confirmed as infected, then they may be selected for a random test.
The probability of being selected for a random test is determined by $\beta_8$ whose value
varies according to the experiment scenarios. This random test is assumed to also be a
PCR test and assumes the same recall accuracy of 87% as shown in Table 1.3 (Khatami
et al., 2020). If this random test is negative, then they return to normal patterns of
behaviour. If the random test is positive, then the probabilities and duration of time
in each compartment are the same as outlined above.
During evenings and weekends, the agents will move randomly. During work/school
hours, they will remain at work (assuming the agent is an essential worker) or school.

A predefined number of iterations are run, with each iteration representing one hour.
The model follows the behaviour rules set out in the agent activity cycle for the sim-
ulated duration of 12 weeks and produces a set of response variables, $Y$, as outlined
in Table 1.6.
If two agents occupy the same space in the environment, then a close contact is flagged
and the agent may become infected according to $\beta_1$, the probability of becoming in-
fected.
At the end of each tick, all response variables are updated. At the end of each simu-
lation, the final values of the response variables are the results of a single run of the
simulation.

1.3.2 Initialise the model

Before the simulation is run, the model must first be initialised. During this initial-
isation process, a number of components are built.
Firstly, the geographic area is populated. Each patch in the NetLogo environment
will correspond to a small area. A representative sample of dwellings according to
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk freely</td>
<td>Walk within the environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal contact</td>
<td>Close contact with another agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go to hospital</td>
<td>For severe and critical cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go to quarantine</td>
<td>For less severe cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go to work</td>
<td>Go to work or school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.5: Agent actions

the private households data from the CSO is generated in each small area\textsuperscript{14}. Each dwelling is technically an agent on a patch but does not interact with person agents.

Next, person agents are generated according to the age profile statistics from Census 2016 and populated in the dwellings generated above\textsuperscript{15}. As the agents are being created in the NetLogo environment, their agent attributes are also being generated including age, gender, as well as the epidemiology attributes in Table 1.1. These epidemiology attributes determine how long each agent will spend in each compartment. Whether an agent actually will spend time in some compartments at all will still be determined by the epidemiological parameters in Table 1.3.

Finally, the number of infected agents will also be initialised. Since on December 1st 2020, the pandemic will have been progressing for approximately 8 months, there will already be a sizeable amount of infected people in the community. A naive approach will be taken to estimate the number of infected agents. Kerr et al.\textsuperscript{16} have estimated that the number of days an agent will be infectious is 1.1. The 7 day average number of cases will be used to account for random variation in the data. Since the population will be sampled, the percentage of confirmed cases will be used to account for this sampling. The infected agents will be selected at random.

\textsuperscript{14}https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
\textsuperscript{15}https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
1.3.3 Validate the model

Before accurate predictions can be made, the model will need to be validated. While no standard technique is employed for agent based modelling validation, the model can be validated using two methods. Firstly, the agent based model will be validated to show that it behaves like an SEIR model by comparing its output to an equations based SEIR model using specified parameters (Silva et al., 2020). If the patterns and data match, this model can be shown to behave as expected.

The agent based model will also be validated against real world data by comparing the number and trend of confirmed cases against the number of confirmed cases in the model (Hunter et al., 2020).

1.3.4 Experiment design

A number of simulation scenarios will be executed to reflect different rates of random testing. Each scenario will simulate the impact of random testing at a rate of 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. The same testing capacity will be used for each scenario, with a different percentage being allocated to random testing. Each scenario will be simulated 300 times and will focus on the outbreak of cases between 1st December 2020 and 28th February 2021.

All other model parameters in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 will be initialised at the same level for each scenario. These parameters will be set to simulate Level 2 of the response policy “Resilience and Recovery 2020-2021: Plan for Living with COVID-19” in Ireland for the first 26 days. Level 2 of this policy assumes physical distancing is in place, and non-essential worker agents will not be traveling to work but are free to move around the environment. Since small events indoor and outdoor are permitted,

---

18 https://covid-19.geohive.ie/
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Number of susceptible agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Number of exposed agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I^M$</td>
<td>Number of infected symptomatic agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I^A$</td>
<td>Number of infected asymptomatic agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I^S$</td>
<td>Number of infected severe agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I^C$</td>
<td>Number of infected critical agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Number of recovered agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Number of dead agents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.6: Model response variables

house visits are permitted, and travel restrictions are not as stringent. From day 27 until the remainder of the simulation, the parameters will be set to simulate Level 5 of the government response policy. Level 5 assumes travel restrictions are in place, schools and non-essential workplaces are closed, and person agents movements around the environment will be reduced by 80% (Chu et al. 2020).

![Epidemiological State Diagram](image)

Figure 1.2: Epidemiological State

1.4 Research Methodologies

This research will be quantitative in order to identify any relationship between the detection and removal of asymptomatic agents infected with COVID-19 and the number of COVID related deaths.
1.4.1 Evaluation of designed solution with statistical tests

The output of each simulation will be a set of response variables as set out in Table 1.6. The response variable, the number of dead agents, $D$, will be returned at the end of each simulation. The results of the scenario with 0% random testing will correspond to close-contact tracing only and will be compared to each of the other scenarios in a two sample t-test for equal means. If the difference in means is statistically significant at a confidence level of 95% ($\alpha = 0.05$), then we can reject the Null hypothesis in favour of the Alternate. Rejecting the Null hypothesis will show that the number of COVID-19 related deaths is lower in a population using a regime of close-contact tracing augmented with random testing. This finding could help policy makers form strategies that involve a combination of testing approaches to reduce the need for stringent and painful policy measures in order to control the spread of infectious diseases.

1.5 Scope and Limitations

The domain of this research will be to investigate the use of decision support through modelling and simulation. The scope will be on the use of these techniques to simulate the effectiveness of government response policies on the spread of COVID-19. In terms of context, this research will only focus on a specific outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in a specific region in Ireland.

1.6 Document Outline

This dissertation is organised into five chapters, including this chapter. Chapter Two provides background on the origins and dynamics of the COVID-19 disease and the government response policies employed. This chapter also examines different epidemiology models used to predict the impact of various interventions and identifies gaps in the literature to use as the basis for this study. Chapter Three presents the model that this study will use to answer the research question including the model itself, the
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data used as input into the model, how the model will be initialised and validated, and finally how the experiment will be designed and run. Chapter Four examines and discusses the results of the validation and the main experiment used to test the hypothesis. Finally, chapter Five presents the conclusions interpreted from the results and provides a critical analysis of the work undertaken in this study.
Chapter 2

Review of existing literature

2.1 Background

2.1.1 COVID-19

History of COVID-19

In December 2019, a series of unexplained cases of pneumonia were reported in the city of Wuhan, Hubei Province, in China. A novel virus from a family of viruses known as Coronavirus was identified and named as COVID-19 (Al-qaness et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2020).

The Chinese government implemented a series of public health measures in an attempt to contain the virus such as surveillance of the population, epidemiological investigations, and the closure of the suspected source of the virus outbreak, the Human seafood wholesale market. These measures were not found to be sufficient by the Chinese government and additional, much more severe, measures were then introduced. These included the sealing off of the city of Wuhan, restrictions on movement and public transportation, and a stay at home notice (Al-qaness et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020).

While these measures did help to reduce the spread of the disease in China, COVID-19 has since spread across the world and has been classified as a pandemic by the World Health Organisation

1https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019
At the time of writing, several other members of this coronavirus family have been seen such as the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV). By 2004, SARS-CoV had infected more than 3000 people, killing 774 and from 2012 to 2019, SARS-CoV had been reported to have had 2465 confirmed cases, with 850 deaths (Hui et al., 2020). However, by November 16, 2021, COVID-19 has become a worldwide pandemic, spreading to over 220 countries, infecting 253,640,693 people, and unfortunately causing the deaths of 5,104,899 individuals.² The following sections discuss the dynamics of the disease across a number of areas.

**Spread of the Disease**

Infectious diseases are spread from an infected individual to a susceptible individual through direct or indirect contact. COVID-19 has proven to be an incredibly infectious disease when compared to SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, two of its closest relatives. The transmission of COVID-19 is accepted to be through one of two modes. The first is through respiratory droplets which can be exhaled by an infectious individual through breathing, singing, exercising, coughing, or sneezing. These droplets can fall close to where they were exhaled. The second mode is through direct contact with contaminated surfaces (Morawska et al., 2020).

The transmission can be exacerbated in indoor settings such as homes, workplaces, public transport, or entertainment and hospitality venues (Shim et al., 2020). Morawska et al. (2020) have also presented small airborne droplets which can be transmitted to susceptible individuals as a probable additional route of infection which would also have a higher risk indoors, particularly in busy areas and areas with with poor ventilation.

**Symptoms**

Symptoms of COVID-19 can vary significantly from person to person. Some individuals do not experience any symptoms at all and are therefore asymptomatic. The
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majority of infected individuals experience common symptoms such as cough, fever, breathing difficulties, joint pain, fatigue, gastrointestinal symptoms, and a loss of taste or smell (Carfi et al., 2020).

More severe cases require hospitalisation and patients suffer with low levels of oxygen in their blood (hypoxaemia), pneumonia, and a need for ventilation, mechanical or non-invasive (Bastos et al., 2021).

Variants of the disease

Viruses are continuously mutating which is an expected process. Sometimes these mutations result in a new variant of the virus. As these mutations evolve, some variants emerge but do not spread and die out quite quickly, while others persist. In the case of a global pandemic such as COVID-19, some of these variants can spread very quickly and become the dominant strain across whole regions and even the world. The properties of each COVID-19 variant has differed but a number of variants have evolved and spread, usurping the previous dominant strain. Countries use genome sequencing on a sample of confirmed cases in order to understand which variants exist in the population and also to identify new variants. These new variants are investigated and assessed by the World Health Organisation in terms of transmissibility, disease severity, and performance of vaccines and medicines, and identified as a Variant of Interest or Variant of Concern. The World Health Organisation can then advise countries on any recommended changes to public health responses.[3]

A number of notable Variants of Concern were detected in Ireland. The Alpha variant (B.1.1.7), became the prominent strain between December 2020 and June 2021 with the Delta variant (B.1.617.2) quickly dominating the pandemic between July 2021 and November 2021.[4] The increased transmissibility of the Delta variant was significant cause for concern, however vaccines have been shown to be effective against severe cases (Lopez Bernal et al., 2021). From December 2021, the Omicron variant

(B.1.1.529) has taken over as the dominant strain in Ireland. Early indications suggest that the severity of the disease from this variant does not seem to be as significant, however further research is needed to confirm this hypothesis.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of COVID-19 can be confirmed using a number of diagnostic tests. The gold standard diagnostic test is called quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (RT-qPCR) which uses samples taken from the upper and lower respiratory tract (nose and throat). This and close variations such as direct rapid RNA extraction-free RT-qPCR and high-throughput RT-qPCR have been used extensively by many countries as part of their detection strategy. Some studies have shown the sensitivity of PCR testing to ranges between 83.5% to 87.9% and 65.6% to 93.4%. However, have leveraged 60 studies and have presented overall sensitivity as 87%. Other lesser known laboratory tests are the real-time RT-PCR test which suffers from a higher risk of false-negative and false-positive results and the reverse transcription-loop-mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP) test, which is preferred in point-of-care settings. Another popular option is called the rapid antigen test (RAT) which is being used in both clinical settings and, at the time of writing, by members of the public since it does not require special equipment, returns a quick result, and does not require any specialist skills. However, the sensitivity of these tests can vary significantly depending on whether the sample is taken from saliva or a nasal swab, but sensitivity has been presented as 66.7%.
Prevention

Non-pharmaceutical interventions have been adopted worldwide since the pandemic began. These include personal hygiene measures such as hand-washing, use of hand-sanitiser, and the use of surface disinfectant. Additional measures such as physical distancing and the use of personal protective equipment (suitable goggles, face masks or respirators) have also played a prominent role in the prevention of the disease (Pradhan et al., 2020).

Despite the adoption of non-pharmaceutical interventions, the vast majority of the world’s population is still susceptible to COVID-19. Over 100 vaccines have been in development with several vaccines from manufacturers such as Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson, Astra Zenica and Moderna being approved for use[7]. These vaccines have been approved by both the Foods and Drugs Association (FDA) in the USA and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) as well as other regulatory agencies across the world. These and other vaccines are being used as the main pillar of long term response to the COVID-19 disease. The effectiveness of these vaccines have been shown in studies to be very high with rates of over 90% being reporting in initial studies. However with the emergence of new variants, the transmission resistance of the virus has reduced, resulting in the need for additional booster doses in some cohorts of patients. However, the effectiveness against severe or critical disease has remained very high (Polack et al., 2020; Evans & Jewell, 2021).

Treatment

Initial treatment of COVID-19 is similar to the non-pharmaceutical prevention of the disease. If an infected individual has been confirmed to have COVID-19, they are advised to isolate at home in a well ventilated room, keeping distance from others in the house, wearing a mask, and ensuring that no travel is undertaken such as to work, school, or any public place. These non-pharmaceutical responses are sufficient for asymptomatic and mild cases.

However, in severe cases, hospitalisation may be required with some patients requiring anti-viral agents, steroids, and ventilation (Lam et al., 2020). Unfortunately, the disease progresses with some patients requiring treatment in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) with more invasive treatments being provided.

2.1.2 Government responses

Governments across the world have taken a range of both pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical measures in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The scale of the responses have varied across countries which has depended on the timing of waves of infection and the economic and containment strategy of the government (Hale et al., 2020). In many countries, the pandemic has not only caused a public health emergency but has also created economic and political crises. The capacity of healthcare systems in countries has also reflected countries’ ability to respond effectively to the pandemic and can inform the responses governments are in a position to make (Greer et al., 2020).

The responses outlined in the following sections are not an exhaustive list but are some of the most common responses used across the world, including by the Irish government.

Restriction of movement

The restriction of movement can take many forms including restricting the number of passengers on public transport, limiting the ability of travelers to arrive from or depart to countries, and stay-at-home guidance for the public, where travel outside a particular radius is prohibited except for individuals deemed to be essential workers. This policy has been used heavily by the Irish government and for extended periods of time. The Irish government have implemented a number of variations of movement restrictions at a national, regional, and county level. Visitors from designated countries have been required to quarantine for periods of up to 14 days, and public transport capacity has been severely reduced in an attempt to lower the transmission of the disease (Hale et al., 2020; Kennelly et al., 2020).
Physical distancing and mask wearing

Measures such as physical distancing (initially known as social distancing) and mask wearing have been used heavily in many countries including Ireland due to their relative ease of implementation and low cost. Maintaining a distance of at least 1m between people has been shown to have a lower rate of transmission of the disease with higher distances associated with lower risk of infection. Transmission has also been shown to be significantly reduced by wearing masks and/or eye protection (Chu et al., 2020; Kennelly et al., 2020). However, the literature does not necessarily account for the types of masks used, or the correct usage of them, for example, wearing a mask without the nose covered or wearing disposable masks multiple times.

School and business closures

School and business closures have been used across the world with most governments issuing work-from-home guidance for workers that have the option to do so. This was one of the first measures introduced along with restriction of movement and physical distancing. This measure has disproportionately affected some industries, particularly in the hospitality and entertainment industries (Kaushal & Srivastava, 2021).

This measure has forced many businesses to trade for reduced hours, operate at reduced capacity, or close down for extended periods of time. This has also forced many governments to introduce emergency economic stimulus measures, such as enhanced unemployment benefits, in an attempt to prevent mass unemployment and maintain a health economy (Hale et al., 2020; Kennelly et al., 2020; Silva et al., 2020). Within days of the Irish government announcing these measures in March 2020, RTE reported that 140,000 workers in the restaurant, bar, and night club industries were laid off.

Many of these workers have had little job security over the course of the pandemic as waves of the virus have forced these businesses to open and close multiple times or to restrict their services. Indoor and outdoor gatherings were also prohibited worldwide.

---

with music events being cancelled, sports events being held behind closed doors, and the meeting of crowds of people being prohibited.

Schools, childcare facilities, and universities have also been affected across the world and in Ireland. For periods of weeks in October 2020 and from January 2021 until March 2021, primary and secondary schools in Ireland adopted a policy of home schooling where parents teach younger children at home while older children and teenagers attend remote classes. State examinations were also reduced in scope, such as the Junior Certificate, or cancelled, with estimates of marks being assigned to Leaving Certificate students. University students have also been impacted with classes being delivered online, and examinations being administered remotely as open book format [Kennelly et al., 2020].

**Testing and contact tracing**

From the beginning of the pandemic, a key government response was the identification and isolation of individuals with COVID-19. There are a number of approaches of identifying individuals infected by the virus. If an individual suffers from common symptoms such as fever, prolonged cough, tiredness, or loss of sense of taste or smell, then a PCR test, as described in section 2.1.1 is used as the gold standard to diagnose the disease. However, the criteria used by countries to determine who qualifies for a test has differed and these criteria have changed for Ireland over the course of the pandemic many times. For example, during the early stages of the pandemic, specific symptoms were required before a PCR test could be booked. Over the course of 2021, walk-in centres were introduced that allowed people to book a PCR test without presenting with any symptoms. However, more recently as demand has soared, the requirement for symptoms has returned before a PCR test can be booked. In addition, newly diagnosed individuals have been advised to isolate at home and remain at home for a period of days unless their symptoms become more severe. If

---

9[https://www2.hse.ie/conditions/covid19/testing/get-tested/](https://www2.hse.ie/conditions/covid19/testing/get-tested/)

10[https://www2.hse.ie/conditions/covid19/restricted-movements/how-to-self-isolate/](https://www2.hse.ie/conditions/covid19/restricted-movements/how-to-self-isolate/)
the symptoms become more severe, then further treatment and hospitalisation may be required. Since the transmissibility of the virus is extremely high, contact tracing is also used to contact people that were in close contact with an infected individual within the previous few days. Depending on the criteria for testing, these individuals would also have a PCR test booked and the process would repeat if a positive result was produced.

Panovska-Griffiths et al. (2020) investigate the impact of testing and tracing in the UK, and suggest that large scale testing of symptomatic individuals and effective tracing of their close contacts would be required in order to limit the spread of COVID-19. In their modelling, a very small percentage (0.75%) of asymptomatic individuals were tested through the close contact regime which suggests another approach to identifying asymptomatic individuals is required. While asymptomatic individuals will not suffer from any adverse effects, they have the potential to unknowingly spread the disease to many other people, some of which may become quite ill. In Germany, for example, close contact tracing was accompanied by walk-in test centres where individuals could attend for a PCR test without a booking or without having shown any symptoms. This formed part of a successful strategy which helped to greatly reduce the number of COVID-19 deaths during the early phase of the pandemic in 2020 (Hale et al., 2020; Barbarossa et al., 2020).

Use of technology

Countries that have managed to maintain relatively lower rates of death have been successful in the areas of testing, close contact tracing, and surveillance. In order to manage the scale of coordination required at a national level, countries have relied on the use of digital technology to provide public health guidance, track disease activity in real time, and identify and track individuals that have come in contact with an infected person (Whitelaw et al., 2020).

In the UK and USA, a study used a smartphone app to track COVID symptoms and generated mathematical models to predict geographical hot-spots of incidence 5 to
7 days in advance of official public health reports (Drew et al., 2020). Whitelaw et al. (2020) describe how China and Taiwan used high performance infrared thermal cameras at airports to detect individuals with a fever. In Ireland, a collaboration between the public and private sectors and health authorities developed a smartphone app used to track and trace COVID-19 infections (Kennelly et al., 2020).

The ability for countries to implement such technology depends on a number of factors such as local and regional data privacy law, high costs, regulation, and the potential for violation of civil liberties (Whitelaw et al., 2020). As a result, the rate and scale of adoption across countries varies widely. This also raises ethical questions around the level of surveillance and control a government can have over its population and whether effective governance and regulation can be maintained. China has shown its extraordinary level of control over its population through the use of technology can be very effective to control the spread of an infectious disease by restricting movement and mass surveillance. Kozyreva et al. (2021) describe the use of contact tracing technology in Germany and the psychological factors influencing the public’s perception of their use. Trust in the security of the technology and the perception of effectiveness of such technology were key to acceptance.

If these ethical concerns can be addressed, the use of the data generated through this technology can be leveraged to build effective models which can be used to inform government responses and minimise their impact on wider society.

2.2 Approaches to solve the problem

In order for governments to assess the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic and plan the best proportion of responses outlined in Section 2.1.2, they need to be able to analyse the infection rates in the population, and to predict possible contagion scenarios as well as model potential responses. Epidemiology models can be used to build such scenarios and these will be discussed in the following sections.
2.2.1 Epidemiology Modelling

According to the WHO, an epidemic disease is one “affecting many persons at the same time, and spreading from person to person in a locality where the disease is not permanently prevalent” and a pandemic as “a worldwide spread of a new disease”\footnote{https://www.who.int/}. Epidemiology is the study of infectious diseases and in order to understand how epidemiology models can be used to inform policymakers to assess the effectiveness of various measures, it is important to understand a number of concepts.

**Epidemiology concepts**

**Basic Reproductive Number, $R_0$,** is a measure used in epidemiology to assess the transmissibility of viruses, and estimate the severity of infectious disease outbreaks. $R_0$ is an intuitive concept to understand and is defined as the average number of secondary infections generated by a single infectious individual in a susceptible population (Ajelli et al., 2010; Breban et al., 2007). If the value of $R_0$ is less than 1, then an outbreak will become extinct. If the value of $R_0$ is greater than 1, then the outbreak is expected to become an epidemic and continue to spread. The modelling for $R_0$ however can be quite complex. One method uses data from a close contact tracing regime where secondary infections are calculated for each infected individual and then an average is taken, but a more common method uses differential equations on cumulative incidence data (Breban et al., 2007). The first option does not scale well, especially when attempting to do this on a scale of the COVID-19 pandemic. While the second option does make some assumptions and cannot include individual level modelling or time independent infection rates, it provides an estimate that can scale well and be used for assessing the status of an outbreak.

**Stages of infectious disease** vary depending on the dynamics of the disease, but there are a number of common concepts around the stages of infection. First, a susceptible individual will become exposed to the disease, usually through a micro-organism. This may not necessarily be from person to person since the transmission
method will vary. Next, the stage at which pathological changes occur within the infected individual is called the incubation period and will not show any symptoms. After this phase, the infected individual may become symptomatic and the range of severity of these symptoms will vary significantly. The infectious disease will progress from here and will end in recovery, death, or disability.[12]

**Epidemiology Models**

A Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, Removed (SEIR) model is a compartmental method used to simulate the effects of infectious diseases. In this model, a population is split into four compartments; Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, and Removed, and the progression of an outbreak can be modelled as the population moves through each stage. Susceptible (S) members of the population do not have the disease but can become infected. Exposed (E) members of the population have become infected but may not be infectious yet. This simulates the incubation period of an infectious disease. The Infectious (I) compartment contains members of the population who are now infected by the disease and can transmit the disease to others and the Removed (R) compartment contains both members the of the population that have died as well as those that have recovered.

### 2.2.2 Equation based models

Equation based models can be described by a series of ordinary differential equations. A basic assumption is that most, if not all of the individuals in the model will progress through every stage of infection. Godio et al. [2020] describe the classic SEIR differential equations as follows:

\[
\frac{dS(t)}{dt} = -\beta I(t) \frac{S(t)}{N} \tag{2.1}
\]

The susceptible part of equation (2.1) is represented by the whole population. \(\beta\) represents the probability of infection and \(N\) is the total population, which is used

to normalise the system. The minus sign exists here since the number of susceptible individuals will reduce once they become exposed through contact at probability $\beta$.

$$\frac{dE(t)}{dt} = \beta I(t) \frac{S(t)}{N} - \gamma E(t) \quad (2.2)$$

Equation 2.2 describes the Exposed compartment and contains the same term as Susceptible, except with a plus sign since the individuals move into this compartment. Here, $\gamma$ denotes the inverse average latent time and how fast individuals start to show symptoms.

$$\frac{dI(t)}{dt} = \gamma E(t) - (\lambda + \kappa) I(t) \quad (2.3)$$

$$\frac{dR(t)}{dt} = (\lambda + \kappa) I(t) \quad (2.4)$$

The Infected compartment, denoted by equation 2.3, contains the individuals that are now infected with the disease after the latent period. $\lambda$ and $\kappa$ denote the recovery rate and the death rate respectively and correspond to how fast individuals will recover from the disease and how many of them will die as described in equation 2.4 (Godio et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020; S. He et al., 2020; Prem et al., 2020).

A significant task performed while using these models is estimating the parameters of the model. In the classical example above, this means estimating the parameters $\gamma$, $\lambda$, and $\kappa$.

In the literature, there are many examples of research using equation based SEIR models for the modelling of infectious diseases including COVID-19. In most cases, the authors have adopted the classical model to add features that are specific to the disease dynamics or specific to the research topic. Godio et al. (2020) have added a time dependent infection rate as well as stochastic solver to incorporate different scenarios during the simulation such as mask wearing or lock-down policies. Yang et al. (2020) have added additional move-in move-out parameters which included the ability to incorporate the migration of individuals during the outbreak. These parameter values were based on publicly available migration index data. S. He et al. (2020)
added additional compartments, $I_1$, $I_2$, $H$, and $Q$ to account for individuals infectious without intervention, infectious with intervention, in hospital, and in quarantine respectively. Prem et al. (2020) also split the Infected compartment into two separate compartments, where different infection rates, and contributions of asymptomatic and sub-clinical cases are applied to two sets of age groups. The authors also included an age and location specific matrix of social mixing patterns to account for different scenarios in the simulation. Choi & Ki (2020) also included an additional compartment for hospitalised individuals. Ivorra et al. (2020) include additional compartments for hospitalised and removed individuals, but have a number of versions of each to account for different control measures.

While many of the examples above and others in the literature do introduce various novelties to account for different dynamics relating to COVID-19, they suffer from a number of limitations due to the nature of differential equation modelling. Equation based models are unable to take into account external influences, such as the actions containing the spread of the infection that may occur at different times during the development of the infection itself. Although Godio et al. (2020) did add time dependent infection rate, this was an estimate and was not based on the behaviours of individuals in the simulation. Since differential equations are deterministic, they will produce the same result for every simulation. Godio et al. (2020) did include a swarm intelligence component called Particle Swarm Optimisation to add a stochastic element to the simulations. However, approaches from other authors produced a wholly deterministic result (Yang et al., 2020; S. He et al., 2020; Prem et al., 2020; Choi & Ki, 2020). Ivorra et al. (2020) do raise an interesting point where deterministic models are more useful to use as a first approach since they are easier to use, easier to analyse, and require less data for the calibration of the model. In some examples, asymptomatic individuals are not taken into account which could be excluding a key contributor to the transmission and spread of the disease (Ibarra-Vega, 2020; Smirnova et al., 2019). Interestingly, Ivorra et al. (2020) estimated that as much as 37% of infections in the first wave of COVID-19 in China were due to undetected cases, the majority of which were
thought to be asymptomatic. Testing and diagnostic capacity are difficult elements of an epidemic to incorporate into differential equations and, while it was incorporated by Godio et al. (2020); Choi & Ki (2020), the majority of researchers did not include this aspect of the epidemic S. He et al., 2020; Prem et al., 2020; Ibarra-Vega, 2020; Smirnova et al., 2019; Flaxman et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020). Prem et al. (2020) and Smirnova et al. (2019) did not take quarantine into consideration in their equation based models, but these were included in other examples Godio et al. (2020); S. He et al., 2020; Ibarra-Vega, 2020; Choi & Ki, 2020; Flaxman et al., 2020). An assumption of equation based models is also that almost every individual in the model moves through every compartment. This means that every individual will be exposed to, and be infected with the disease. While this does not reflect the real world in which only a small percentage of individuals may be infected with an infectious disease, it fulfils the purpose of these models which is to test the effect of various interventions on the spread and severity of infections. Results are quite often returned as an acceptable range of values rather than a specific value so as to account for limitations in input data as well as the deterministic nature of these models.

Other researchers offer an interesting insight into the COVID-19 epidemic through the lens of the 1918 influenza pandemic in the US and UK Bootsma & Ferguson, 2007; D. He et al., 2013. Using deterministic SEIR modelling, the researchers investigated non-pharmaceutical responses to the 1918 epidemic which are quite similar to the COVID-19 pandemic. There are obvious differences in the world we live in today in terms of family size, travel patterns, levels of education, availability of information, and the huge difference in the level of healthcare. As a result, disease-mortality was much higher then than at the time of writing. However, it was interesting to note that cities that better implemented non-pharmaceutical interventions such as social distancing and isolation had a much milder first wave but much more severe second wave.
2.2.3 Agent based models

Deterministic approaches to epidemiology modelling, such as with ordinary differential equations as described in the previous section, are relatively simple models to create, notwithstanding the novelties discussed. Another approach to modelling epidemics such as COVID-19 using the SEIR compartmental method is called Agent Based Modelling. Agent Based Models (ABMs), which are stochastic in nature, are computer simulations of individuals or agents in a simulated space that takes place over simulated time [El-Sayed et al., 2012]. This bottom-up approach simulates how a heterogeneous population of agents move and interact in ways that resemble human behaviour and are ideal for modelling macro-level patterns that arise from micro-level behaviour [El-Sayed et al., 2012; Carpenter & Sattenspiel, 2009].

Agent based models are ideal in scenarios where agent behaviour is complex and interactions between agents and the environment is sophisticated. Agents and the environment can be constructed to include social factors and behaviour, for example, agents can belong to a social class, contain attributes such as age, gender, diet, race, and income, and can also exhibit behaviours that can influence other agents and the environment such as mobility patterns and social networks. In the case of epidemiology, attributes such as risk factors can be used to determine the susceptibility to an infectious disease, and behaviours can include interactions that affect the transmission or progress of an infectious disease, such as infecting another agent or isolating in quarantine. Such complexity is very difficult to capture in an equations based model [E. Frias-Martinez et al., 2011].

Agent based models also allow multiple simulations to be run under different conditions in order to simulate the effectiveness of various interventions. In the example of epidemiology, these models are ideal to simulate the effectiveness of various non-pharmaceutical interventions on an infectious disease such as COVID-19. This ability to examine specific interventions and how they relate to outcomes at a population level offers a better understanding of the dynamics of an epidemic [El-Sayed et al., 2012; Carpenter & Sattenspiel, 2009].
Agent based models are commonly used to model the dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic. Flaxman et al. (2020) study non-pharmaceutical interventions such as lockdowns, banning of public events, school closures, self-isolation, and social distancing and compare their effectiveness across 11 European countries. Silva et al. (2020) focus on social distancing, mask wearing, and isolation spread across a number of scenarios. Interestingly, the economic effects of the pandemic are also modeled alongside the epidemiological effects. Attributes including social, epidemiological, and economic factors are taken into consideration and additional compartments have also been introduced to account for asymptomatic, mild, hospitalised, and critically ill individuals in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU). While testing was not simulated in the environment, several quarantine scenarios were simulated during the experiment. Shuvo et al. (2020) examine the impact of hospital capacity and social distancing to model their effect on the length of an outbreak and COVID-19 related deaths. Additional compartments for hospitalisation and dead agents were implemented and while only one lockdown scenario was considered, a number of scenarios for differing levels of social isolation were explored. Shuvo et al. (2020) also acknowledge that their model has not been validated against real epidemic data or information related to social isolation since it was not available at the time the research was being conducted. Kerr et al. (2021) built an open source agent based model solution called Covasim specifically to model COVID-19 dynamics, as well as various interventions. This solution can be customised with country specific demographic information, disease transmission networks, and a set of pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical interventions. The authors presented a case study from Seattle, Washington that predicted a small change in mobility patterns ensuring the prevention of a rises in COVID-19 cases which was shown to match real world observations. While this case study was a small example, the solution has been used in many countries for local modelling of interventions including the UK. Panovska-Griffiths et al. (2020) have used Covasim to determine the impact of testing and tracing as a strategy for reopening schools in the UK, and the results of their modelling estimated that 75% of symptomatic infected people would need to be tested to avoid additional waves of infection. However, due to limited availability of input
data, a significant number of assumptions were made but were acknowledged by the authors. Carpenter & Sattenspiel (2009) used agent based models to simulate the effects of seasonal movement patterns on the 1918 influenza epidemic to investigate disease transmission and spread. Since the data availability was limited, the model was quite rudimentary.

An interesting perspective on the comparison of equation based models and agent based models in epidemiology consists of the combining of both approaches into a hybrid model, where an agent based model can be used to simulate the effects of a disease at a detailed local level, and the equations based model can be used to scale this up to a population level where high confidence datasets may not be available (Ajelli et al., 2010; Hunter et al., 2020; Hunter & Kelleher, 2021).

2.2.4 Network based models

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is an area of Data Science focused on the characterisation of structures of social networks. The analysis of such structures can be used to learn how people in a social network can be reached quickly, what communities exist in a network, how resilient a network is to attack, and to understand how a process can diffuse over a network. A network consists of a set of points called nodes which can be connected by lines called edges. The nodes and edges can have characteristics to represent attributes of people as well as the relationships between them. In the area of epidemiology, this translates to the use of networks to understand the influences of social factors on disease distribution in populations and how social phenomena influence health as they spread through social networks (El-Sayed et al., 2012).

Saravanan et al. (2013) make use of mobile phone data to generate social networks which are used to model mobility patterns on the spread of a disease across regions. The authors noted that specific individuals that communicate with lots of other users tend to be influencers in terms of disease spread, and this individualistic nature of people is something that agent based models do not take into account. Since this is
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not specific to COVID-19, testing and tracing does not seem to be modeled here.

Social Network Analysis is quite often used as part of a larger agent based model. Venkatramanan et al. (2018) use social network analysis to simulate a social contact network of agents to forecast the emergence of the Ebola epidemic in Liberia. This network, called a bi-partite network, represents the relationships between two different types of agents - people and locations. Venkatramanan et al. (2018) acknowledge that the model does not have the granularity of data to simulate individual level behavioural interventions. Hoertel et al. (2020) examined the effects of non-pharmaceutical interventions after a lockdown has been lifted in an effort to reduce the risk of multiple waves of infections overwhelming ICU beds. The agent based model did not use the SEIR compartmental methodology and did not take into account asymptomatic individuals. However, social networks were generated for the agent based model to simulate different types of social contacts experienced during the day, for example, interfamilial contacts, contacts at work, or contacts with friends. While the research aimed to measure the effect of non-pharmaceutical intervention on ICU beds within a health system, it did not account for any potential change in fatality due to COVID-19 infections overwhelming this system. A number of studies used social network analysis, within a Python developed agent based modelling solution called Covasim, to simulate transmission networks across households, schools, workplaces and care facilities, while simulating the effectiveness of various interventions on the spread of the disease (Kerr et al., 2021; Panovska-Griffiths et al., 2020).

2.2.5 Swarm Intelligence

Swarm Intelligence (SI) is an area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and is a collective term used to describe a group of algorithms that have been inspired by nature. These algorithms use a set of decentralised agents that follow a set of simple rules in order to solve a problem (Inje et al., 2019), for example, bees in nature need to collectively scout and decide on a location for a new colony and insects need to find the shortest path between their nest and a food source as well as organise their nest. Individually
bees or other insects are unsophisticated creatures but as a collective, they show a remarkable ability to make the correct decisions to solve these problems.

In computer science, swarm intelligence mimics these systems by creating a population of self-organising agents that follow a simple set of rules to solve common problems such as optimisation problems. Muthukaruppan & Er (2012) use an algorithm called Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) to interpret decisions made by a fuzzy expert system in the diagnosis of coronary heart disease. Al-qaness et al. (2020) use the Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) to optimise an early COVID-19 time-series forecast model. This algorithm simulates the transfer of pollen between flowers by pollinators in nature. The authors produced promising results for short term forecast within 10 days but this study was produced in early 2020 when dynamics of the disease were not widely known. The forecast model, while interesting for simpler use cases, does not lend itself to predicting more complex disease dynamics. Godio et al. (2020) uses Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) to improve the reliability of COVID-19 medium term predictions, and adds a stochastic element to a differential equations model. However, similar to the previous example, these models simulate less complexity than is possible with agent based models.

2.3 Research Question

This section will use the gaps identified in the literature discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 and use them as the basis for this research dissertation. The rapid and prolonged spread of the COVID-19 pandemic has shown the need for social and economic scenarios to be assessed and incorporated into response policies. The literature has shown many approaches to solve this problem and while there are many examples of excellent research, the disease is still quite novel and not fully understood which is being exacerbated by the constantly changing dynamics of the disease through emerging variants. The following summary discusses themes that have emerged as gaps in the literature.
2.3.1 Gaps in the research

While deterministic equation based models can be extended to include stochastic behaviour, examples in the literature can become quite complex when a number of external interventions are included. Since individual level behaviour can not be easily modelled using differential equations, assumptions are made across a homogeneous population, which requires prior knowledge of disease dynamics, and can be difficult with such a novel virus. Agent based models do also rely on prior knowledge of disease dynamics but can apply simpler rules at an individual level and still simulate much more complex systems, and generate population level inferences. Diagnostic capacity is not taken into account in some examples in the literature while testing and tracing of infected individuals has been shown to have a significant effect on the spread of the disease. Asymptomatic individuals are a key cohort in the spread of COVID-19. However, some examples in the literature do not distinguish between symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals.

2.3.2 Research question

Based on the gaps identified in the research, the following question will be addressed in this research dissertation.

Can the efficiency of a COVID-19 close-contact tracing regime in an Irish county be improved through the use of random testing of potentially asymptomatic infected individuals?

2.3.3 Research hypothesis

Alternate Hypothesis The number of COVID-19 related deaths in an Irish county is significantly higher in a population using a regime of close-contact tracing than in a population augmented with random testing.
Null Hypothesis  The number of COVID-19 related deaths in an Irish county is not significantly higher in a population using a regime of close-contact tracing than in a population augmented with random testing.

2.4 Summary

In order to answer the research question, a number of objectives will be set in order to build an agent based SEIR model. These objectives will be to design and build an agent based model, to utilise data sources to build the model, to initialise the model, to validate the model, and to design an experiment to test the hypothesis. These objectives will raise a number of questions, such as which compartments of the SEIR model will best represent COVID-19, what elements of society are critical to capture in the model, what disease dynamics should be included, which response strategies should be included in the model to complement the two testing regimes, how will individual level behaviour be designed, and how can symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals be differentiated? While this model will generate data in the experiment, many different data sources will be required to incorporate the dynamics of society, the COVID-19 disease, and as well individual behaviour - what data exactly is required, what level of granularity is required for the model, how will this data be sampled if required? Once the model has been built, how will it be validated before an experiment can be run, how can the results be trusted, especially if they are surprising, and what data should be generated to test the hypothesis?

Network based models and Swarm Intelligence have been used in the literature as components of larger models, forming contact networks and communities or as optimisation algorithms but won’t be included in this project due to limitations in scope.
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Experiment design and methodology

A modified Agent Based SEIR Model was used to study the effects of random testing augmenting a regime of close contact testing and tracing on the spread of COVID-19. This study focused on a specific outbreak in county Carlow during the third wave of the pandemic between the dates December 1\textsuperscript{st} 2020 and February 28\textsuperscript{th} 2021. The following sections describe how the study was undertaken including how the model was designed, built, initialised, and validated. The experiment is also described in terms of design and execution.

3.1 Design and Build an Agent Based Model

3.1.1 Agent Based Modelling Software

The model was built using Netlogo, a multi-agent simulation environment and programming language (Tisue & Wilensky 2004). The software is popular in the domains of research and education and it quite easy to use. The software also has an active community and there are many sample models that are built and included with the software. Agents, known as turtles, move across the environment which consists of a grid of so-called patches, which are also programmable agents. These turtles and
patches can interact with each other in complex ways and can perform actions (Tisue & Wilensky, 2004). Agents can also be split into different types known as breeds. Each breed of agent can have its own set of variables and behaviour in the simulation. As well as agents and patches, networks of nodes, connected by edges, can also be built. Network models can be analysed using Social Network Analysis (SNA) concepts such as centrality and processes such as diffusion can be simulated.

The software uses a graphical user interface which can be used to build a user interface for the model, including the environment itself as well as controls such as buttons and sliders which can be used as actions or parameters for the model. The interface can also include outputs such as plots or monitors that can give real time feedback during a simulation.

The software uses a language derived from Logo but extended to support multiple agents. The language can be used to instruct agents to perform very complex behaviour through its library of native or user defined procedures called commands (to perform actions) and reporters (to return a value). The language allows both global level variables plus agent or patch level variables so that each agent or patch can store it’s own set of values during the simulation.

The software also includes additional tools. One such tool is called BehaviourSpace which is used to conduct experiments with the models. Models can be run multiple times with variables being set with different values and the results being recorded for analysis.¹ For example, a model may have 4 parameters with ranges of values for each. Behaviour space can run an experiment and systematically set the value of each combination of variable values, and run a set number of iterations of each setting. The resulting dataset can be analysed outside of BehaviourSpace, for example using Python.

¹https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/behaviorspace.html
Finally, Netlogo can interact with external data files to import input data that can be leveraged by the model, and can also incorporate external software capabilities using extensions. This allows the software to run R or Python code, for example, within a model or experiment.

### 3.1.2 SEIR Model

As described in Section 1.3.1, SEIR models are compartmental models used to simulate the effects of infectious diseases. The four standard compartments are Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, and Removed. To model the effects of COVID-19, this basic model was extended in this study to incorporate a number of additional compartments: Susceptible, Exposed, Infected Asymptomatic, Infected Mild, Infected Severe, Infected Critical, Dead, and Recovered. The following rules govern the behaviour of individuals in each compartment in this model. Susceptible individuals, $S$, could become infected by COVID-19 but did not yet. This model assumed that individuals previously infected with COVID-19 could not be re-infected. Exposed individuals, $E$, were infected but not yet infectious. Infected Asymptomatic individuals, $I^A$, were infectious but did not show any symptoms and therefore did not know to alter their behaviour unless they had been identified as a close contact. Infected Mild individuals, $I^M$, were infectious and were experiencing symptoms but did not require hospital admission in this model. This group self isolate and could be selected to complete a PCR test at the next available slot if there was capacity. Infected Severe, $I^S$, contained infected individuals that had been admitted to hospital while Infected Critical, $I^C$, were individuals admitted to an Intensive Care Unit. The Removed compartment was split into Recovered, $R$, and Dead, $D$. Since the Infected and Removed compartments from a standard SEIR model were split into a number of sub-compartments, the model became $SEI^A I^M I^S I^C RD$. 
3.1.3 Modelling dynamics of society

In order to model a real world outbreak of COVID-19, it was essential to ensure that the simulation was representative of county Carlow. To achieve this, a number of entities were created in the NetLogo environment. Agents represented the population of people and an agent breed called People was created in NetLogo. An additional breed of agent was used to represent households. Households agents were further split into household type, hospitals, and workplaces. The Ireland Central Statistics Office (CSO) produces statistics on many areas of the Irish society and aggregates this data at different levels of geographic granularity. The lowest level of granularity is known as a Small Area and each patch in the NetLogo simulation represented a Small Area as defined by the CSO.

Since the severity of the disease depends on age, the age distribution of individuals in the simulation matched county Carlow based on the 2016 Census Data available from the CSO\(^2\) (Silva et al., 2020; Hunter et al., 2020; Barek et al., 2020). Details of the data used and the pre-processing of that data are discussed in Section 3.2.4.

To model different patterns of agent behaviour, economic status data was incorporated to organise individuals into the following groups: students, retired, unemployed, employed and working from home, and essential workers. The proportion of employed people that were deemed to be essential workers was set to 20\% (Redmond et al., 2020). The 2016 Census data from the CSO\(^3\) was also used to incorporate this data and is described in Section 3.2.4.

The CSO has aggregated the number of household types in each small area. These household types include: one person, couple without children, couple with children, one-parent family, and two or more non-related persons\(^4\). Since each patch in NetLogo represents a single small area, the equivalent density of each household type in each small area is simulated. The population of people are then assigned to households as

\(^2\)https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
\(^3\)https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
Person Agent attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age of agent</td>
<td>0 - 95</td>
<td>CSO Ireland[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Gender of agent</td>
<td>M or F</td>
<td>CSO Ireland[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsEssentialWorker</td>
<td>Is this agent an essential worker</td>
<td>Yes (20%) / No (80%)</td>
<td>Redmond et al. [2020]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EconomicStatus</td>
<td>Economic status of the agent</td>
<td>At work, unemployed student, retired</td>
<td>CSO Ireland[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person_id</td>
<td>Unique identifier for the person agent</td>
<td>Generated by NetLogo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family_id</td>
<td>Unique identifier for the household</td>
<td></td>
<td>CSO Ireland[5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Person agent attributes

Household agent attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HouseholdType</td>
<td>Category of household</td>
<td>One person, married/co-habiting couple, married/co-habiting couple with children, one parent family with children, two or more non-related persons</td>
<td>CSO Ireland[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small_area_id</td>
<td>ID of small area</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>CSO Ireland[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small_area_name</td>
<td>Label of small area</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>CSO Ireland[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>family_id</td>
<td>ID of household</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isWorkplace?</td>
<td>Flag to indicate this household agent is a workplace</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isHospital?</td>
<td>Flag to indicate this household agent is a hospital</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Household Agent attributes

described in Section [3.2.4]  
Table 3.1 shows the list of demographic parameters stored by each person agent in order to model the demographic elements of society.

5https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
6https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
3.1.4 Modelling disease dynamics

Modelling the dynamics of this infectious disease required incorporating several features that interact with each other. Each compartment in the $SEIAIMICRD$ model represents a different stage in the progression of an individual through a COVID-19 infection. However, each individual does not spend time in every compartment. Since the severity of the disease depends on the age of the individual, which acts like a proxy for underlying health conditions, a table of probabilities was used to determine how an individual progresses through the disease. The assumption made is that the alpha variant is used throughout the experiment and that no individuals have been vaccinated. Although vaccination had begun in Ireland from January 2021, the number of vaccinated people was relatively low during January and February, which was during the period of this experiment. The alpha variant was also the dominant variant during this time period. This is relevant for the parameters used to describe the disease dynamics. Table 3.3 lists out the epidemiology parameters and their sources, and Table 3.6 lists out their values (Kerr et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020; Verity et al., 2020; Ferguson et al., 2020; Brazeau et al., 2020; O’Driscoll et al., 2021).

The length of time individuals spend in each compartment is also taken from the literature and is listed in Table 3.4. The set of probabilities and epidemiological attributes are combined to form a process outlined in Figure 3.1.

Susceptible individuals had a probability of $\beta_1$ of becoming exposed to the disease only if they were within a close radius of an infected individual. As a result, not every individual became exposed. If an individual did become exposed to the disease, the days since infected agent attribute started counting and the disease progressed according to this process. After 4.5 days, the individual had a probability of $\beta_2$
### Table 3.3: Epidemiology parameters and their sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>Probability of infection</td>
<td>(Zhang et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>Probability of developing symptoms</td>
<td>(Verity et al., 2020; Ferguson et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>Probability of developing a severe case</td>
<td>(Verity et al., 2020; Ferguson et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_4$</td>
<td>Probability of developing a critical case</td>
<td>(Verity et al., 2020; Ferguson et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_5$</td>
<td>Probability of death</td>
<td>(O’Driscoll et al., 2021; Brazeau et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An individual infected another if they were in any one of the infected asymptomatic ($I^A$), infected mild ($I^M$), infected severe ($I^S$), or infected critical ($I^C$) compartments, and they were within a close radius of Susceptible individuals ($S$). This radius depended on the size of the agents in the simulation. The radius was set to the size of the agents so that if the agent size was very small, so too is the radius.
Figure 3.1: Epidemiological Process
3.1.5 Modelling agent movement

Two different types, or “breeds”, of agents are used in the model. Household agents do have some attributes but do not move in the environment. Person agents represent individual people in the simulation and can move around the environment according to different rules. These rules are time dependent and align to the National Framework for living with COVID-19\(^\text{12}\) which summarises the restrictions that apply in Ireland at different infection levels. While most of the restrictions in this policy focus on public gatherings, hospitality, and domestic travel\(^\text{13}\) information is also provided on workplace and leisure time which is useful for modelling basic behaviour. The rules of behaviour in the simulation focus on Level 2 and Level 5 of this policy to align with the restrictions in place in county Carlow between December 1\(^\text{st}\) 2020 and February 28\(^\text{th}\) 2021.

Individuals with an economic status of “at work” were assumed to work Monday to Friday 09:00 to 17:00. 80% of these individuals were assumed to work from home, while 20% were assumed to be essential workers and were randomly assigned to a workplace at the beginning of the simulation \(^\text{[Redmond et al., 2020]}\). Essential workers traveled to their workplace at 09:00 where they remained until 17:00. At 17:00, they traveled back to their household and could roam freely around the environment from there according to the level of restrictions in place. During level 2, they can roam around the environment from 17:00 to 21:00. During Level 5, they can randomly roam around the environment from 18:00 to 21:00. Non-essential workers worked from home and so stayed in their assigned households until 17:00, at which point, they randomly roamed around the environment until 21:00 (and from 18:00 to 21:00 during level 5). Individuals with an economic status of retired or unemployed were free to randomly roam around the environment from 07:00 until 21:00 during level 2 and from 18:00 until 21:00 during level 5. Students were assumed to study from home but could roam

\(^{12}\)https://assets.gov.ie/87604/405b1065-055a-4ca8-9513-390ce5298b10.pdf
\(^{13}\)https://whatsnew.citizensinformation.ie/2020/09/15/the-new-framework-for-living-with-covid-19/
### Person agent epidemiological attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epi_Status</strong></td>
<td>Epidemiological status as set out in table 1.6</td>
<td>All agents initialised as susceptible</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysExposed</td>
<td>No of days the agent was infected but not infectious.</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td><a href="#">Lauer et al., 2020</a> <a href="#">Du et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysInfectious-ToSymptomatic</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was infectious</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td><a href="#">Linton et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysSevere</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was severely ill in hospital</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td><a href="#">Linton et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysCritical</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was critically ill in ICU</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td><a href="#">Chen et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysCritical-ToDeath</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was critically ill before death</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td><a href="#">Verity et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysInfectious-ToRecoveryAsymptomatic</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was infectious before recovery (asymptomatic cases)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td><a href="#">Verity et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysInfectious-ToRecoveryMild</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was infectious before recovery (mild case)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td><a href="#">Verity et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysInfectious-ToRecoverySevere</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was infectious before recovery (severe cases)</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td><a href="#">Verity et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DaysInfectious-ToRecoveryCritical</td>
<td>Number of days the agent was infectious before recovery (critical cases)</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td><a href="#">Verity et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days_since_infected</td>
<td>Number of days since the agent was infected</td>
<td>Generated by NetLogo</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will_develop_symptoms?</td>
<td>Flag to indicate whether an agent will develop symptoms if infected</td>
<td>$\beta_2$ in tables 3.3 and 3.6</td>
<td><a href="#">Verity et al., 2020</a> <a href="#">Ferguson et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will_go_to_hospital?</td>
<td>Flag to indicate whether an agent will develop severe symptoms if infected</td>
<td>$\beta_3$ in tables 3.3 and 3.6</td>
<td><a href="#">Verity et al., 2020</a> <a href="#">Ferguson et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will_go_to_ICU?</td>
<td>Flag to indicate whether an agent will develop critical symptoms if infected</td>
<td>$\beta_4$ in tables 3.3 and 3.6</td>
<td><a href="#">Verity et al., 2020</a> <a href="#">Ferguson et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will_recover?</td>
<td>Flag to indicate whether an agent will die if infected</td>
<td>$\beta_5$ in tables 3.3 and 3.6</td>
<td><a href="#">O’Driscoll et al., 2021</a> <a href="#">Brazeau et al., 2020</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Person agent attributes
around the environment from 12:00 until 21:00 during level 2 and from 18:00 until 21:00 during level 5. Since school and third level institution closures were widespread during this period and home-schooling was prevalent, students hours were assumed to be ad-hoc and shortened. All individuals traveled back to their assigned households at 22:00 every day where they stayed until at least 07:00 the next day. During weekends, the behaviour was different. All individuals were assumed to be not working and not studying. During weekends, all individuals were free to randomly roam around the environment from 07:00 until 21:00 during level 2 and from 18:00 until 21:00 during level 5.

If an individual had become infected and was asymptomatic, their behaviour did not change from the above. However, if such individuals were notified as being a close contact, they traveled back to their household and isolated while waiting for a PCR test. Individuals were assumed to not infect any susceptible individuals if they were isolating, and their compliance to isolation was assumed to be 100%. If an individual had become infected and was symptomatic, they traveled back to their household and isolated until a PCR test was taken. If an individual progressed to a severe case, they were transported to a local hospital where they were assumed to be isolating, and therefore could not infect another susceptible individual. Their disease progressed there until they recovered or died. Individuals that tested positive continued to isolate at home until they recovered or their case developed into a severe infection.

Any travel the individuals undertook in the simulations such as transport to/from work or to/from hospital is assumed to be instant. Therefore the individuals do not interact with other agents while traveling unless randomly roaming around the environment. Susceptible individuals can still become infected at work or at home if the infected person is not isolating.

This behaviour is described in an Agent Activity Cycle in Figure 3.2 and the movement of agents are described in more detail in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.2: Agent activity cycle
Figure 3.3: Agent movement process at every tick
### Modelling time in NetLogo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hours</td>
<td>Hour of the day (9 means 09:00)</td>
<td>0 to 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>days</td>
<td>Day number (1 means November 25th, 96 means February 28th)</td>
<td>0 to 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isWeekend?</td>
<td>Sixth and seventh day of each week are assumed to be the weekend. This is calculated using the modulus</td>
<td>True or False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isWorkTime?</td>
<td>Work time is assumed to be between 09:00 and 17:00 for everyone</td>
<td>True or False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isActiveTime?</td>
<td>Agents can roam freely between 07:00 and 21:00 during level 2 restrictions except if they are working or isolating</td>
<td>True or False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isLevel5ActiveTime?</td>
<td>Agents can roam freely between 18:00 and 21:00 during level 5 restrictions except if they are working or isolating</td>
<td>True or False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isRestTime?</td>
<td>Agents are all at home to rest or sleep between 22:00 and 07:00</td>
<td>True or False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lockdown_from_day_n</td>
<td>This parameter is used to trigger level 5 restrictions in the model and can be updated in the interface. When level 5 is triggered, active time gets severely reduced and agents spend much more time at home</td>
<td>0 to 96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Variables used to count time or flag certain periods of time in NetLogo

#### 3.1.6 Modelling time

The NetLogo software counts the passing of time using “ticks” as a standardised measure, independent of all models or computer speeds ([Tisue & Wilensky 2004](#)). Since the simulation was a series of iterations, a tick could be counted after or during each iteration. Each tick in the NetLogo environment was assumed to represent 1 hour, which was then rolled up to days using variables defined in the model. Day 1 was assumed to be Monday up to day 7, which was assumed to be Sunday. Weekdays were then defined as day number 1 to 5 and weekends were assumed to be days 6 and 7. Additional variables were used as flags to represent work time (09:00 to 17:00), rest time (22:00 to 07:00), active time (07:00 until 21:00), and level 5 active time (18:00 to 21:00). Some of these periods overlapped, for example, one individual may have been working from 09:00 to 17:00 and then had active time for leisure from then until 21:00, while a retired individual would have been free to enjoy active time from 07:00 until 21:00. These variables are listed in more detail in Table 3.5.

At the end of each iteration, a number of variables were updated which were subsequently used for reporting the results of the model. These are discussed in more
A number of model performance improvements were made by updating a series of agent sets at the end of each iteration. An agent set in NetLogo is a filtered subset of agents that can be generated during a simulation\footnote{https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/programming.html} for example, a list of all agents currently infected with COVID-19. However, it can be computationally expensive if every agent in the environment individually generates the same agent set for every tick. By updating a series of agent sets after each tick, agents can refer to them without having to generate them. This helped reduce a single run of a simulation from 12 hours down to 4 minutes (Railsback et al., 2017).

3.1.7 Modelling government responses

A number of Government responses policies were included in the model which could be either disabled or configured in the model interface. This allowed the model to be validated without any responses active as well as fine tune the parameters of the model. Each of the responses are described in more detail in the following sub sections.

Public health guidelines

Public health advice has been consistent across the world and was the first response to the emerging COVID-19 epidemic. This response included mask wearing, physical distancing, personal hygiene, and restriction of movement and gathering (Chu et al., 2020; Kennelly et al., 2020). To model this response the probability of infection, which is age stratified, was reduced to 20%. This response can be modified or disabled using the parameter, reduce_transmissibility_to.

Contact tracing

The close contact regime in Ireland was modelled by each infected individual, including asymptomatic cases, keeping track of every other individual that moved within a specific radius since they became infected. While this approach is a little naive in terms of people remembering every person they came into contact with in recent days,
this assumption was made since there did not seem to be reliable data in the literature to estimate what percentage of close contacts should be remembered.

Individuals listed as close contacts were not flagged as such until the infected individual was a confirmed case through a PCR test. These close contacts would, in turn, take a PCR test after at least one day, depending on testing capacity. If any of these close contact individuals tested positive, then their close contacts were flagged for a PCR test and so on. Contact tracing could be disabled in the interface using the binary variable, close_contact_tracing.

**PCR testing**

Individuals can be flagged for a PCR test in one of two ways. Firstly, if an individual is infected with a symptomatic case, then they will be included in PCR testing at the next available time. Secondly, if an individual was flagged as a close contact, they will also be included for PCR testing at the next available time.

PCR testing is completed once per day at 12:00. This ensures that only a limited number of tests can be performed on any day, and also ensures that any individual flagged for testing will be tested at least one day later, which is aligned to the testing regime in Ireland during the time of this experiment. Testing capacity was limited to 180,000 PCR tests per week in Ireland at the time of writing\(^\text{15}\), which is 25,000 per day for a population of 4,761,865 people, according to the 2016 Census\(^\text{16}\). The simulation model took the same proportion of tests and applied it to the sample of 4,843 agents in the model. This amounted to a total testing capacity of 26 tests per day. Individuals flagged for PCR tests were selected at random each day if the numbers to be tested exceeded capacity.

When random testing was introduced, the overall capacity did not increase, so as the capacity for random testing increased, the capacity for PCR testing decreased. This is discussed further in the following section.

\(^{15}\)https://www.hse.ie/eng/services/news/media/pressrel/symptom-free-walk-in-covid-19-testing.html

\(^{16}\)https://data.cso.ie/table/E3003
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Random testing

Random testing was not introduced as a response policy in Ireland since the start of the pandemic. However, walk-in testing centres did open from March 2021 and depending on available testing capacity do remain open to date. However, as of January 20th 2022, there are restrictions on who can avail of a walk-in test\(^{17}\). It is not feasible to constitute these walk-in centres as random tests since the decision to get tested remains with the individual. The proposal of this study is to test the hypothesis of whether truly random testing can have an effect on the spread of COVID-19 and ultimately reduce the number of associated deaths. The random testing regime in this model was built to randomly select a predefined number of individuals from the population every day excluding individuals that were already infected with a symptomatic case, recovered, or dead. The number of random tests per day are described as part of the experiment design in Section 3.5. The random tests were performed each day at 11:00. This ensured that the random tests were carried out before the standard testing regime already in place. The assumption made was that the random testing took preference over standard PCR testing. In reality, it is likely that this policy would shift if testing capacity was under strain from increased demand.

If a run of random testing identified an individual as positive for COVID-19, then they would travel to their home to isolate and their disease would progress as normal. That person’s close contacts were also flagged for testing, which took place at least one day later depending on testing capacity. These close contacts would be tested as part of the standard PCR testing regime.

Level 5 restrictions

Since elements of society such as public gatherings, events, visiting of households, and hospitality were not included in the model, the shift from Level 2 restrictions to Level 5 restrictions focused on the restriction of movement of individuals in the environment. During Level 2 restrictions, individuals were free to roam randomly

\(^{17}\)https://www.citizensinformation.ie/en/health/covid19/testing_for_covid19.html
around the environment between 07:00 and 21:00 except for workers, who worked from 09:00 to 17:00, either from home or a designated workplace if they were essential workers. During Level 5 restrictions, individuals were free to roam randomly around the environment only from 18:00 until 21:00, thus significantly reducing the movement of individuals and also ensuring that individuals stayed reasonably local and did not travel far from their home. This also is aligned with travel restrictions during this outbreak.

Working from home

As described in Section 3.1.5, the economic status of individuals identified which individuals were employed. 80% of workers were assumed to work from home and 20% of workers were assumed to be essential workers and work from designated workplaces (Redmond et al., 2020). Their behaviour is also described in Section 3.1.5.

3.2 Data used to build the model

This section describes the datasets used in the building of the agent based model and how these datasets were pre-processed and loaded into the model. The sampling methodology is also described. The data pre-processing was completed in a Jupyter Notebook using Python, and has been generalised so that the county and sample size can be specified at the start of the script, and then a sample of that approximate size from that county will be generated. Details of the pre-processing are discussed further in the following sections.

3.2.1 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a European Law, in effect since May 25th 2018, that requires organisations to safeguard the personal data of EU citizens\footnote{https://gdpr.eu/}. Personal data is defined as “any information that relates to an individual...
who can be directly or indirectly identified\(^{19}\).

Information concerning health is classified as a special category and is subject to additional protection from the GDPR.

This study does not process any personal data of any individual. All data gathered and processed, including population, demographic, economic status, as well as data related to COVID-19 has been aggregated by the relevant data providers and cannot be used to identify any EU citizen, directly or indirectly.

### 3.2.2 Small Areas

The Central Statistics Office (CSO) lists many statistics on its website, several of which can be broken down by geographical area such as province, county, electoral division, town, and towns-land. The smallest of these geographical regions are called “small areas”. When statistics are aggregated by small area, the county is not included in these datasets. Therefore, a separate dataset is required to map small areas to counties. The CSO provides this mapping dataset which was used to filter the list of small areas by county\(^{20}\). This filtered list of small areas was then joined onto the household dataset as described in the following section.

### 3.2.3 Household Data

The Small Area Population Statistics (SAPS) dataset is a set of population statistics produced from the Ireland Census 2016 and is aggregated at Small Area level\(^{21}\). The statistics produced are split across 14 themes from education to migration to disability to occupations. One such theme listed in this dataset was Theme 5 - Private Households. These statistics listed the density of households in each small area by household type. 13 different household types in the dataset were aggregated to five distinct types for this study in order to simplify the dataset. One person households

\(^{19}\)https://gdpr.eu/what-is-gdpr/


in the dataset were mapped to one person households for the study. Married couple households, cohabiting households, and couple with others in the dataset were mapped to couple households for this study. Married couple with children, cohabiting couple with children, and couple with children and others in the dataset were mapped to couple with children for this study. One parent family (father) with children, one parent family (mother) with children, one parent family (father) with children and others, and one parent family (mother) with children and others in the dataset were mapped to one-parent family for this study. Finally, non family households and relation, and two or more non-related person households in the dataset were mapped to non-related for this study.

The small areas dataset in Section 3.2.2 was then used in an inner join to filter the list of households by small area for a specific county. In the case of this study, county Carlow.

A sample of households was then created where each row represented one household. This sample matched the density of household types in each small area according to a proportion of the density in the SAPS dataset. In the case of this study, the sample size was set to 4,843 and the population of county Carlow is 56,932. Therefore, the sample of households in each small area was 8.5% of the actual density according to the SAPS dataset.

3.2.4 Population Data

Since the severity of COVID-19 depends on the age profile of the population, it was critical to ensure that this was representative as possible. The SAPS dataset was also leveraged to extract population statistics at small area level. Theme 1 - Sex, Age and Marital Status contains the number of people by age, by gender, by small area. Between the ages of 0 and 19, the number of people are listed for each age. From age 20 and upwards, the number of people are listed for age ranges. For example, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34 and so on.
A full scale sample population was generated for county Carlow where each row represented one person. This sample matched the population and gender attributes of the SAPS dataset, for example, if the SAPS dataset reported that 15 female people aged 54 were listed in small area abc, then 15 records were generated with attributes for gender, age, and small area populated as female, 54, and abc respectively. If the age statistic was listed for an age range, a random age was chosen between the upper and lower bounds of the age range. At the end, this full scale sample, listed 56,932 records for people with the age and gender distribution in each small area according to the SAPS dataset.

In order to simulate the behaviour of agents in the model, applying representative numbers of people that are working, retired, or were students was important. For this reason, the SAPS dataset was used again. This time, Theme 8 - Principle Status was used but not at small area level. The principle status was available in a separate dataset at an aggregate level which was then applied to the sample dataset.[22] In order to simplify the dataset used in this study, people age 5 and under are assumed to have a status of preschool and people and between 6 and 15 are assumed to have a status of student. Using the Theme 8 dataset a gender and age specific probability was used to determine whether people aged between 16 and 64 were students, unemployed, or at work. Any person older than 65 was assumed to have a status of retired.

Once the economic status was populated for the sample population, 20% of people at work were designated as essential workers (Redmond et al., 2020). All other people at work will be assumed to be working from home in the model.

### 3.2.5 Build sample population

In order to complete the population dataset, the full scale sample of the population was used to populate the sample of households. A sample population dataset was generated where each member was associated with a household according to each household type. One person households could be populated by any person aged be-

between 18 and 95. Couple households were populated with 2 people aged between 18 and 95 and within 10 years of each other. The dataset did assume that all couples were male and female. While this is not truly representative of the population, this bias does not affect the epidemiological modelling since the severity and spread of COVID-19 is not dependent on gender. One point to note here though is that there is a difference in economic status between males and females where a higher proportion of males are employed compared to females. While this does not directly affect the epidemiological status, it may affect the behaviour and movement of people in the model. Couples with children households were populated with 2 adults aged between 18 and 50 and within 10 years of each other. In addition, two children aged between 0 and 17 were added to each household. One parent family households were populated with one adult aged between 18 and 50 and one child aged between 0 and 17. Non-related households were populated with 3 adults aged between 18 and 95.

The performance of the NetLogo software is dependent on the number of agents in the simulation. During initial simulations, the performance of this model began to significantly deteriorate once the number of person agents in the model increased above 5000. County Carlow was chosen as the location of the outbreak to be modeled due to its relatively small size, and because a smaller sample of people would be more representative in terms of the distribution of attributes such as age, gender, and economic status, compared to a small sample from a more populous county such as Dublin or Cork. The target of 5000 agents was approximate since the pre-processing stage populated different types of households with different numbers of individuals. For this reason, the number of person agents actually imported into the model was 4,843.

The output of this script is three flat files. The first file contains information on the small areas which were used by NetLogo to import information for patches in the model. Secondly, a households file was generated in the script which was then used to import household agent information in the model. Finally, an agents file was generated by the script and used to import person agent information in the model.
3.2.6 COVID-19 Statistics

In order to validate that the model could create an accurate representation of a real world outbreak of COVID-19, real world data was required for comparison. County level statistics are available from the Ireland COVID-19 Data Hub and include confirmed cases of COVID-19 and population proportion of confirmed cases. The methodology for validating the model is described in Section 3.4.

Outbreak

The outbreak chosen for this study is county Carlow between the dates December 1st 2020 and February 28th 2021. County Carlow is a relatively small county which would not require such a large sample to remain representative. The performance of the NetLogo software declines as more agents are used, and since the model was populated with approximately 5,000 person agents, this remains a reasonable percentage of the actual population.

3.2.7 Disease dynamics data

Section 3.1.4 describes how the disease is modeled in the NetLogo software and Table 3.3 lists the epidemiological parameters used to determine which path an agent takes through the progression of the disease, as well as the sources from the literature used. Table 3.6 lists the actual values from these sources which are used by the NetLogo software to progress the disease. These sources are taken from studies throughout 2020 but may not be guaranteed to derived from the alpha variant. The virus was still quite new during this time and the availability of variant-specific dynamics data was limited. When the model is initialised, as described in Section 3.3, this table of probabilities is used to set the agent attribute flags that control the progression of the disease. These agent attribute flags are described in Table 3.4.

3.3 Initialise the model

Once the data were pre-processed and exported to flat files, they were imported into the NetLogo environment during an initialisation process before each simulation run was executed. The details of the initialisation process are discussed in the following sections.

3.3.1 Global variables

A procedure in the NetLogo environment was used to initialise several groups of global variables. Firstly, the age-stratified epidemiology probabilities were imported into lists. These included the variables $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$, $\beta_3$, $\beta_4$, $\beta_5$ from Table 3.6.

A group of reporting variables were also initialised. These reporting variables were used to count various aspects of a simulation while it was being run and report these back to the user during execution, as well as being used to generate experiment results. Additional variables, described in Table 3.7 were also initialised and used in the modelling process.

Performance improvements in the simulation were also initialised here by generating a series of so-called agent sets. These agent sets are simply lists of agents and are initialised at the beginning of the simulation as well as after each tick. These pre-calculated agent sets remove the need for every agent to calculate the same list of agents for each tick, thus vastly improving the efficiency and performance of the model. The following agent sets were initialised. Firstly, a set of agents who are currently infected with COVID-19 and are not currently isolating. This can be used by

Table 3.6: Epidemiology parameter values by age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>$\beta_1$</th>
<th>$\beta_2$</th>
<th>$\beta_3$</th>
<th>$\beta_4$</th>
<th>$\beta_5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-9</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00050</td>
<td>0.00003</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-19</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.00165</td>
<td>0.00008</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.00720</td>
<td>0.00036</td>
<td>0.00002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.02080</td>
<td>0.00104</td>
<td>0.00010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.03430</td>
<td>0.00216</td>
<td>0.00032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.07650</td>
<td>0.00933</td>
<td>0.00098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.13280</td>
<td>0.03639</td>
<td>0.00265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-79</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.20655</td>
<td>0.08923</td>
<td>0.00766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-89</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.24570</td>
<td>0.17420</td>
<td>0.02439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90+</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.24570</td>
<td>0.17420</td>
<td>0.08292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\beta_1$: Epidemiology parameter value for age group 0-9.
$\beta_2$: Epidemiology parameter value for age group 10-19.
$\beta_3$: Epidemiology parameter value for age group 20-29.
$\beta_4$: Epidemiology parameter value for age group 30-39.
$\beta_5$: Epidemiology parameter value for age group 40-49.
### Global Reporting variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Initialisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dailyConfirmedCasesList</td>
<td>List of confirmed cases each day</td>
<td>Set to empty list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dailyActualCasesList</td>
<td>Number of new exposed individuals each day</td>
<td>Set to empty list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dailyConfirmedCases</td>
<td>Number of confirmed cases today</td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dailyActualCases</td>
<td>Number of new exposed individuals today</td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dailyPCRTestsConducted</td>
<td>Number of PCR test conducted today</td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cumulativeConfirmedCases</td>
<td>Number of cumulative confirmed cases since the simulation started</td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cumulativeConfirmedRandomCases</td>
<td>Number of cumulative confirmed cases identified using random testing</td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cumulativeNegativeRandomCases</td>
<td>Number of cumulative random tests performed with a negative result</td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cumulativeNegativeRandomCases</td>
<td>Number of cumulative random tests performed with a negative result</td>
<td>Set to 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Variables used in the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Initialisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCR_sensitivity</td>
<td>Probability of PCR test correctly identifying positive case of COVID-19</td>
<td>Set to 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ireland_population</td>
<td>Used to calculate testing capacity as proportion of population</td>
<td>Set to 4,761,865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ireland_testing_capacity</td>
<td>Used to calculate testing capacity as proportion of population</td>
<td>Set to 25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>testing_capacity</td>
<td>Testing capacity in the simulation</td>
<td>Proportion of simulation population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daily_random_tests_percentage</td>
<td>Used to reserve a proportion of testing capacity to random testing</td>
<td>Set by parameter random_tests_percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daily_CC_tests_remaining</td>
<td>Number of PCR tests remaining today</td>
<td>Set to testing_capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in_Lockdown?</td>
<td>Flag used to indication Level 5 restrictions are in place</td>
<td>Set to False</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7: Global variables initialised before each simulation run in NetLogo
each agent to determine if any infected agents are within a close radius which may cause them to become exposed to the virus. Secondly, an agent set is created containing asymptomatic agents and agents infected with a mild case that are not isolating. This agent set is used during contact tracing to track contact with other agents. Finally, an agent set is created which contains all susceptible agents in the environment and is also used in the close contact tracing function.

3.3.2 Import small areas

Each patch in the NetLogo corresponded to a small area as defined by the CSO and discussed in Section 3.2.2. A procedure was created to import the small areas text file generated in pre-processing and populate each patch specific attribute, patch_small_area, with a small area id. Since the small areas were sorted before being exported to the text file, this ensured that small areas geographically close to each other in the CSO data were mapped close to each other in the NetLogo environment. In reality, the small areas vary by size and shape but these were not implemented in this model due to scope constraint. Each patch in the model was the same size and shape but adjacent small areas from the CSO data were also adjacent in the model.

3.3.3 Import households

Next the households were imported from the text file from pre-processing. The file contained the attributes of each household as per Table 3.2. A household agent was created for each row in the file and the following household attributes were populated: small_area_id, small_area_name, householdtype, and familyid. In addition, attributes specific to the NetLogo environment were also initialised including the shape, colour, and size of the agent as well as the is_hospital flag. Finally, the households were distributed randomly within each patch.
3.3.4 Import people

The final file imported was the agents text file. This file contained many of the attributes of each agent in the simulation. A person agent was created for each row in the file and the following person agent attributes were populated. The gender, age, economic status, person_id, family_id, and whether the person was an essential worker or not. Other NetLogo specific attributes were also initialised which included the shape, colour, size, and x and y coordinates.

Finally, epidemiological attributes and flags were initialised according to the values in Table 3.4. While the number of days for each stage remained static for each run of the simulation, the flags used to control how an agent progressed through the disease (will_develop_symptoms, will_goto_hospital, will_goto_icu, and will_recover) were initialised according to the probabilities $\beta_2$, $\beta_3$, $\beta_4$, $\beta_5$ from Table 3.6, which ensured the disease dynamics remained stochastic.

3.3.5 Create workplaces and hospitals

Workplaces and hospitals were not created in the pre-processing stage and imported into the model. Instead, they were created by NetLogo in the initialisation process as follows. Since workplaces and hospitals are simply buildings in the model, 100 household agents were created as workplaces and 1 household agent was created as a hospital. Since only 20% of individuals at work were classified as essential workers, this amounted to 356 individuals. The number of workplaces was set to 100 as a rough estimate of employees per workplace according to a report on business in Ireland by the CSO. Only industry, construction, and distribution categories of workers were taken into account. Healthcare workers were not identified in the model due to scope constraints and a lack of reliable data. Healthcare workers would all have been classified as essential workers and would also have been at a higher risk of becoming exposed to the disease. Due to the small size of county Carlow, there is only one

hospital. These households were populated with the is_workplace and is_hospital flags respectively. In addition, appropriate values for NetLogo agent specific attributes such as shape, colour, and size were set. Workplaces were set as a blue factory shape and the hospital was set as a white $H$ symbol.

### 3.3.6 Assign people to households

The pre-processed data included a person attribute, family_id, which represented the household_id which the person was assigned to. This acted like a primary key/foreign key relationship in a relational database, and was used to associate person agents with household agents. Even after these attributes were populated, the NetLogo software still required this association to be made since it automatically generated its own ids for both sets of agents. Therefore, a procedure was written to associate the NetLogo id of each household agent with the corresponding person agents according to the imported ids.

In addition, person agents that were identified as essential workers were randomly assigned to workplaces.

### 3.3.7 Set initial number of infected individuals

In terms of setting the number of infected agents, historical data on COVID-19 was used to determine the 7 day average of confirmed cases as $4.7^{25}$\footnote{https://data.gov.ie/enGB/dataset/covid-19-hpsc-county-statistics-historic-data?packagetype=dataset}. The exposed period of COVID-19 set to 4.5, so the outbreak required at least this many days to get started. Therefore a period of 7 days was set to allow the exposed individuals to progress their infections, so that by the time that December 1\textsuperscript{st} was reached the outbreak was already in progress. Since this study is attempting to model an outbreak while the disease is already in the community, it was necessary to have this run in period. Therefore the initial number of infected individuals was set to 20.
3.4 Validate the model

Before any experiments could be conducted, a number of validation steps were performed in order to ensure that the model was an accurate representation of a COVID-19 outbreak in county Carlow between the dates December 1st 2020 and February 28th 2021. The model validation was performed by running experiments in the BehaviourSpace module in NetLogo and analysing the results using Python in a Jupyter notebook. The literature did not present a standard methodology for validating agent based models. However, Hunter & Kelleher (2020) describe a framework for validating agent based models, using epidemiology models in case studies, which was leveraged for the validation of the agent based model used in this study. These validation steps are detailed in the following sections.

3.4.1 Behaviour Space in NetLogo

Behaviour Space is a tool within the NetLogo software designed to run experiments. The tool runs the model simulation a predefined number of times, systematically varying parameter values, and recording results along the way. These results were exported to a csv flat file and were then read by a Python script for further analysis.

3.4.2 Selecting the number of runs

The number of runs during the experiments varied in the literature. Hunter & Kelleher (2020) propose the use of confidence intervals to determine how many runs of the experiment would be sufficient to produce a representative estimation of a calculated statistic. An assumption was made where only one scenario was simulated but the result was applied to every scenario in the experiment. This scenario was the base scenario in the model where all interventions were enabled except for the random testing element, which was the subject of the experiment. The model was run a pre-defined number of times which was much more than would be expected to calculate the statistic. Once the results were generated, samples were taken, where the
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26 https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/behaviorspace.html
first sample contained the first 5 rows, the second sample contained the first 10 rows, the next sample contained the first 15 rows and so on until the final sample contained all rows from the results dataset. For each sample, the 95% confidence interval was calculated and plotted. A decision was made on the number of runs which provided sufficient confidence that the calculated statistic was close to the true value.

For this study, two statistics were estimated using this approach. Firstly the percentage of runs where the wave of infection was large enough to last the duration of the period (90 days). The second statistic was the percentage of runs where the wave of infection was large enough that approximately 5% of the population was confirmed as testing positive for COVID-19. In both cases, Formula 3.1 was used to calculate the confidence interval.

\[ CI = \hat{p} \pm z * \sqrt{\frac{\hat{p}*(1-\hat{p})}{n}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Where \( \hat{p} \) represents the proportion of runs for each statistic, \( n \) is the sample size, and \( z \) is the statistic for the 95% confidence interval (1.96). The results of this analysis are discussed in Section 4.1.1.

### 3.4.3 Cross Validation

The first validation of the model was cross validation against another previously validated model. The validated model was an equations based model which used the same selected parameters from the literature. The equation based model was considered to be validated because the standard equations described in Section 2.2.2 were used. This validation was used to test whether a basic version of the agent based model would behave as an SEIR model was expected to, using the selected parameters. For this reason, the government responses in the agent based model were disabled when being validated against the equation based model. If the outputs of the two models were similar, this would provide evidence that the basic version of the agent based model did behave as an SEIR model should (Hunter & Kelleher, 2020).
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To generate an equations based model, a Python script was used to leverage the differential equations described in Section 2.2.2. The equations were populated with the same parameters used in the agent based model which produced a set of response variables, $SEIR$. Each time step represented one day.

An experiment was designed for the agent based model which ran 10 simulations with all response parameters disabled. This included the testing function, contact tracing function, no lockdown, no reduction in transmissibility, and no random testing. The experiment recorded the number of agents in each compartment at the end of every tick, with each tick representing one hour. The results were exported to a csv file.

Before the two models could be compared, time had to be standardised between the two. The equations based model was based on days but the agent based model was based on hours. A days column was created in the agent based model results dataset by integer dividing the number of ticks by 24. The results were then aggregated using the mean for each compartment. Finally some compartments were combined to aggregate up to the same level as the equations based model, i.e. $I^A$, $I^M$, $I^S$, and $I^C$ were aggregated to $I$, while $R$ and $D$ were aggregated to $R$, to correspond to the equations based model. To evaluate the similarity, both the Pearson and Spearman correlations were calculated and a number of plots were generated. The results of this analysis are discussed in Section 4.1.2.

### 3.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis

The cross validation against an equations based model was the first step in validating the agent based model by testing its fundamental behaviour. Next, sensitivity analysis was used to determine if the response from the agent based model to parameters was appropriate. The parameter values may be taken to extremes which may not reflect the real world, but unexpected behaviour identified can be used to investigate

---


potential issues in the model (Hunter & Kelleher, 2020).
The parameters used in the sensitivity analysis were those which related to the government response policies. i.e. the rate of reduction in transmissibility, the day in which lockdown took effect, and the enabling and disabling of close contact tracing and PCR testing.

To perform the sensitivity analysis, three separate experiments were conducted using the Behaviour Space module in NetLogo. The response variables for each experiment were the number of agents in each compartment at the end of each step in the simulation, and the results of each experiment were saved as a csv file, which a Python script used to perform the analysis. The first experiment focused on when Level 5 lockdown took effect. The values for this parameter were systematically varied through the set of integers 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 days with all other parameters remaining unchanged. 100 simulation runs were conducted for each value of the lockdown_from_day_n parameter, which was 500 runs in total. The second experiment toggled the PCR testing parameter on and off as well as the close contact tracing parameter on and off, with all other variables remaining unchanged. 100 runs of the simulation were conducted for each variable value, which amounted to 400 runs in total. The final experiment for the sensitivity analysis focused on the reduction of transmissibility to simulate public health measures. The value of the parameter reduce_transmissibility_to was varied using the values 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%, where 100% was no reduction in transmissibility. All other parameter values were held constant.

To evaluate the impact of the parameter values from each experiment, the values of some compartments were aggregated together, i.e. $I^A$, $I^M$, $I^S$, and $I^C$ were aggregated to $I$, while $R$ and $D$ were aggregated to $R$, to correspond to a standard SEIR model. The values for each compartment were then grouped by the parameter being tested, and the mean of agents in each compartment across the 100 runs was calculated. The results were then plotted and summarised in tables. The results of this validation are discussed in Section 4.1.3.
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3.4.5 Comparison to real world data

Once the sensitivity analysis was completed, the final step in the validation process was a comparison to real world data. Due to the complex nature of a stochastic model, each run of a simulation will produce a different result, the majority of which will not exactly match the real world data. Hunter & Kelleher (2020) propose that when comparing to real data, the comparison should be to a distribution of simulated outcomes, such that the real data could be a likely sample from that distribution.

In the case of this study, an experiment was created in the Behaviour Space module in NetLogo which ran 300 simulations with the model parameter values set to the base model, which is described in Section 3.5. The response variable for the experiment was the cumulative number of confirmed cases over the course of the 90 day outbreak, and the results were saved to a csv file which was used by a Python script to perform the analysis.

The real world data used was the number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 per day according to the dataset described in Section 3.2.6 This data was specific to county Carlow between December 1st 2020 and February 28th 2021.

Since the simulated data were recorded at an hour level (i.e. per step) and the real world data were at a day level, the simulated data were aggregated up to day level by integer dividing the steps column by 24. The number of confirmed cases per day were created by calculating the difference between the current day’s cumulative confirmed cases and the previous day. Finally, since the simulations were a sample from the population of county Carlow, the cases per day were scaled up according to the sample size in the model.

To compare the simulated data to the real world data, three comparisons were made. Firstly, a test was performed to check whether the two sets of data were from the same

distribution. Secondly, Pearson and Spearman correlations were calculated between the two sets of data, and finally, the distribution of daily cases were compared for each run of the simulation to check whether the real data could be a likely sample from the distribution of simulations. These results are discussed in Section 4.1.4.

3.5 Design the experiment

Once the model had been validated, it was ready to be used in an experiment to generate reliable, trustworthy results. The purpose of the experiment outlined here was to test the hypothesis that the number of COVID-19 related deaths in an Irish county is significantly higher in a population using a regime of close-contact tracing than in a population augmented with random testing. The following sections describe how this hypothesis was tested.

3.5.1 Testing Capacity

As described in Section 3.1.7, the total testing capacity for the model was calculated to be 26 tests per day. This number was calculated as a proportion of the actual testing capacity, 25,000 PCR tests per day, based on the sample size of person agents in the model. To avoid the alternate hypothesis becoming trivially accepted, the introduction of random testing into the experiment did not simply add additional testing capacity to the model. Instead, each scenario varied the percentage of testing capacity which was reserved for random testing. During the simulations, the random testing was performed each day before the standard PCR testing based on the close contact testing regime, which gave preference to the random testing if the testing capacity was strained due to high demand.

3.5.2 Experiment setup

The Behaviour Space module within the NetLogo software was used to design the experiment. The parameters used in the experiment and their values are listed in
Table 3.8: Parameters used in the experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>close_contact_tracing</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR_testing</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduce_transmissibility_to</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lockdown_from_day_n</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agent_size</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random_tests_percentage</td>
<td>0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8: Close contact tracing and PCR testing were enabled to model the standard testing regime in the model. The transmissibility was reduced to 20% to model public health measures such as physical distancing, hand-washing, and mask wearing. Level 5 restrictions began after 31 days which represented December 26th 2020, which was set by the lockdown_from_day_n parameter. The agent_size parameter controlled the physical size of the agents, households, hospitals, and workplaces in the model, as well as the radius between agents that triggered exposure to the disease and close contacts. This parameter was set to 0.4. Finally, the random_tests_percentage parameter was varied systematically through the values 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 which represented 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% respectively. When the random_tests_percentage was set to 0%, this was considered to be the base model. This represented the model with all modelled government interventions enabled using the standard test and trace regime, and this is the model which all subsequent scenarios would be compared to.

A number of scenarios were modeled for each value of the random_tests_percentage parameter, while all other parameters in the model were held constant. Each scenario was run 300 times, which amounted to 1800 runs in total. The response variables recorded during the experiment are listed in Table 3.9. These response variables were measured at every step in every simulation. The results of the experiment were exported to a csv file and a Python script was used to generate the analysis. The results are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.
### 3.5.3 Evaluation of experiment results

In order to evaluate whether a difference in the number of deaths exists between each scenario, a statistical test is required. The type of statistical test used depends on the measurement of the variable and the shape of the data. In the case of this study, the sample of the base model, where no random PCR tests were performed, was compared to each of the scenarios in which the percentage of random PCR tests was varied. In other words, the base model was compared to each of the models where 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of the testing capacity was allocated to random testing. While Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) can be used to test the difference between 3 or more means, this study is not focused on comparing the samples with differing percentages of random testing to each other, but rather comparing each of them to the base model.

The test chosen was the difference between two means. An independent samples test was used since these are two different groups of agents. While the same agents are in the environment in each scenario, their epidemiological attributes will differ for each run of the simulation. In addition, the data are not reported at an agent level with a value for each agent for each scenario, but instead, the data are reported as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Parameters</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SusceptibleAgents</td>
<td>The number of susceptible agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExposedAgents</td>
<td>The number of exposed agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfectedAAgents</td>
<td>The number of infected asymptomatic agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfectedMAgents</td>
<td>The number of infected agents with a mild infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfectedSAgents</td>
<td>The number of infected agents with a severe infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfectedCAgents</td>
<td>The number of infected agents with a critical infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RecoveredAgents</td>
<td>The number of agents recovered from infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DailyPCRTestsCompleted</td>
<td>The number of PCR tests conducted during the current day so far</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CumulativeConfirmedCases</td>
<td>The number of cumulative confirmed cases (PCR + random testing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CumulativeConfirmedRandomCases</td>
<td>The number of cumulative confirmed cases (random testing only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CumulativeNegativeRandomCases</td>
<td>The number of cumulative negative test results from random testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9: Response variables returned by the experiment
aggregated totals. There are two types of tests for comparing independent samples. An independent samples t-test is a parametric test, which is based on the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance. These assumptions can be tested and if the two assumptions do not hold, the Mann-Whitney U-Test is used since it is a non-parametric test and does not rely on these assumptions. Therefore, before the test was performed, tests for normality and equal variance were performed for all samples before the difference in means was compared.

**Test for normality**

To test if the sample data were normally distributed, the data from each sample were plotted in a histogram for a visual check, followed by the Shapiro-Wilk statistical test for normality, which is appropriate for samples containing thousands of observations or fewer. The Null Hypothesis of the Shapiro-Wilks test is that the sample is from a normal distribution and the alternate hypothesis is that the sample is not from a normal distribution. If the p-value was less than $\alpha = 0.05$, then the null hypothesis was rejected and the sample was not considered to be normally distributed.

**Test for equal variance**

To test for equal variance, Levene’s test was used for all samples. The Null Hypothesis of the Levene test is that the samples have equal variance. The alternate hypothesis is that the samples do not have equal variance. If the p-value was less than $\alpha = 0.05$, then the null hypothesis was rejected and the samples were shown to not have equal variances.

**Test for difference of means**

The Alternate Hypothesis of this study is that the number of COVID-19 related deaths in an Irish county is significantly higher in a population using a regime of close-
contact tracing than in a population augmented with random testing. Therefore, this required a one-sided test, \( D_C > D_R \), where \( D_C \) is the number of deaths in the regime of close contact tracing and \( D_R \) is the number of deaths from the regime augmented with random testing.

If the sample data were normally distributed and had equal variance, then an independent t-test was used\(^{32}\). The Null Hypothesis of a t-test is that the means of the two samples are equal and the Alternate Hypothesis is that the means are not equal. If the p-value is less than \( \alpha \), where \( \alpha = 0.05 \), then the null hypothesis is rejected in favour of the alternate and the means are assumed to be not equal.

If the sample data were not normally distributed or did not have equal variance, then a Mann-Whitney U-test was performed\(^{33}\). The assumptions of the Mann-Whitney U-test of random and independent samples were held. The Null Hypothesis of a U-test is that the means of the two samples are equal and the Alternate Hypothesis is that the means are not equal. If the p-value is less than \( \alpha \), where \( \alpha = 0.05 \), then the null hypothesis is rejected in favour of the alternate and the means are assumed to be not equal.
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\(^{32}\)https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.mstats.ttest_ind.html
\(^{33}\)https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.stats.mannwhitneyu.html
Chapter 4

Results, evaluation and discussion

This chapter describes the actual work carried out in this study and focuses on the presentation and discussion of the findings from the validation of the model as well as the main experiment. The validation consisted of a number of smaller experiments which started at a basic level and built up to a validation of a fully functional model compared to real world data. The chapter also discusses the research hypotheses and how the experiment was used to test them.

4.1 Results of Validation

The following section discusses the results of the validation of the model before the experiment was run.

4.1.1 Validate the number of runs

Two statistics were estimated in order to validate the number of runs in the experiment. The first statistic was the percentage of runs where the number of confirmed cases reaches at least 5% of the sample population. The second statistic was the percentage of runs where the wave of infections continues throughout the complete period of the experiment. In each case, the base scenario was run 700 times, which is more than what would be expected to calculate each statistic.
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Outbreak size

The statistic was calculated at the last step of each run by populating a full_outbreak value for each run with a value of 1 in cases where the number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 as a percentage of initial susceptible agents was greater than or equal to 0.05 (i.e. 5%). Otherwise, each run was populated with a value of 0. Samples of runs were then taken at intervals of 5, where the first sample takes the first 5 runs, then the second sample take the first 10 runs and so on until all runs are included in the final sample. The statistic was then calculated by taking the mean of each sample, with upper and lower confidence intervals using Equation 3.1. The samples are shown in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Number of confirmed cases reaches at least 5% of the sample population

The calculated statistic remained at approximately 97.5% of runs where the percentage of confirmed cases was greater than or equal to 5%. During the first 100 runs,
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Lower CI</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Upper CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>1.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>1.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>1.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Percentage of runs considered large enough for the simulation

The statistic increased from 0.98 with confidence intervals of 0.94 and 1.02, to a statistic of 0.98 with confidence intervals of 0.95 and 1.01. At 700 runs, this had reduced to 0.96 with confidence intervals of 0.974 and 0.986. At 300 runs, the statistic was 0.96 with confidence intervals of 0.98 and 0.99 which seemed to achieve a very close result to 700 runs without the additional computational overhead of running an additional 400 runs.

**Outbreak length**

The second statistic was calculated at the last step of each run by populating each run with a value of 1 in cases where the step number was greater than or equal to 2300. This step number represented the number of hours since the experiment began, which was 95.8 when converted to days. Similarly to the first statistic, samples of runs were taken at 5 run intervals and the statistic was calculated by taking the mean of each sample with upper and lower confidence intervals, as shown in Figure 4.2.

The value of this statistic started very high at 100% for the first 100 runs and then seemed to stabilise at 0.988 with confidence intervals of 0.981 and 0.996 at 700 runs. However, similarly with the first statistic, at 300 runs, the statistic settled very close to these numbers with a statistic value of 0.987 with confidence intervals of 0.974 and 0.999. Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2 show these results.

Since both statistics had accurate estimations of the statistic at 300 runs, the experiment was run 300 times for each scenario. These results gave a high degree of
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runs</th>
<th>Lower CI</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Upper CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>1.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Percentage of runs with an outbreak long enough for the simulation confidence that the model accounted for stochasticity in the model. An assumption made in this methodology is that the other similar scenarios produced similar results within 300 runs also.

Figure 4.2: Number of confirmed cases reaches at least 5% of the sample population
Table 4.3: Correlations between agent based and equation based models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Susceptible</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
<td>3.376e-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposed</td>
<td>0.6591</td>
<td>8.936e-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infected</td>
<td>0.5465</td>
<td>4.067e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
<td>5.893e-150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2 Cross validation with equation based model

The results of both models were plotted and shown in Figure 4.3 and separated into individual compartments in Figure 4.4. 10 runs of the agent based model with no interventions enabled, including testing and tracing, level 5 lockdown, reduction in transmissibility, and random testing. This resulted in the majority of susceptible agents in the model becoming infected during the outbreak for each run of the simulation. While this does not yet reflect the real world outbreak, it did allow the basic dynamics of the model to be compared to a validated model, which in this case was an equations based model. Figure 4.3 shows that while both models do not produce exactly the same results, the dynamics are very similar. The Susceptible and Removed compartments follow the same path almost exactly and the Exposed and Infected compartments follow a similar path with the peaks being slightly earlier in the agent based models. In both models, the peak of the Exposed compartment was earlier than the peak of the Infected compartment and the size of the Infected peak is approximately twice as large as the Exposed peak. The same variables were used as input to both models which were taken from the literature as shown in Table 3.4 and discussed in Section 3.1.4.

In addition to plotting both models for comparison, the output of both models was compared using the Spearman correlation. Spearman was preferred over Pearson because the Pearson correlation measures the linear relationship between two variables, while Spearman measures the monotonic relationship. In other words, Spearman measures the relationship, but allows for different rates of change. Figure 4.3 shows
that the shape of each compartment over time is not linear and so Pearson is not appropriate to use.

The response variables in the agent based model were combined in order to ensure they corresponded to the SEIR compartments from the equation based model. Each of the asymptomatic, mild, severe, and critical infected compartments were combined into an Infected compartment and the recovered and dead compartments were combined into a Removed compartment. The agent based model also returned values for each compartment at an hour level which needed to be transformed to a day level by integer dividing each step by 24. Once at a day level, the results were grouped by day and the mean was taken for each compartment. These mean values were then used in the correlation test and the results are shown in Table 4.3. There was a strong positive correlation between the agent based model and the equation based model for the Susceptible and Removed compartments with values of 0.99 and 0.99
Figure 4.4: Cross validation of each compartment in Agent and Equation based models respectively. The Exposed and Infected compartments had weaker correlations of 0.66 and 0.55 respectively but these values would still considered to be relatively high. This difference in correlation values could be explained by the offset of the peaks of the Exposed and Infected compartment between the two models. Figure 4.3 shows this offset is more prominent with the Infected compartment compared to the Exposed compartment, and this is reflected in the lower correlation values in Table 4.3.

Overall however, it can be concluded that the agent based model behaves as an SEIR model should, when compared to a validated model using the same variable values to simulate the disease dynamics of COVID-19. While this was a basic validation, it was
the first important step in validating the model before the experiment was run.

4.1.3 Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis undertaken in this study focused on testing three separate variables using three independent experiments managed by the Behaviour Space module in NetLogo. The response variables for each experiment were the number of agents in each compartment at the end of each step in the simulation. All other variables were held constant in each experiment. Similarly to the cross validation, some of the response variables were combined in order to simplify the analysis. The Infected compartments, $I_A$, $I_M$, $I_S$, and $I_C$, were combined into a single $I$ compartment and the $R$ and $D$ compartments were combined into an $R$ compartment. 100 runs of the simulation were performed for each value of the variable being analysed in each experiment. The mean value of the response variables were then taken across all 100 runs at each step in each experiment. The results of each experiment are discussed next.

**Level 5 lockdown**

The first variables tested in the sensitivity analysis was the day from which level 5 lockdown was initiated. 100 runs of the simulation were performed for each of the values 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90 with all other variables being held constant. In total, this amounted to 500 runs. For each value of the lockdown from day $n$ variable, the mean value of each compartment at each step across all 100 runs was taken.

Intuitively, it was expected that as level 5 lockdown is started later and later during the outbreak simulations, that the rate of infection would increase. This would be due to the agents in the simulation spending more time mixing in the environment and increasing the opportunity to become exposed to the disease. Figure 4.5 shows the dynamics of the outbreak for each scenario where $n$, the day in which level 5 lockdown started, is equal to 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90. As expected, the dynamics of the outbreak are quite different in each case. A pattern emerges where the size of the outbreak increases as the day in which level 5 lockdown begins is delayed. From day 10, the number of susceptible agents steadily decreases throughout the outbreak.
(a) Level 5 lockdown from day 10

(b) Level 5 lockdown from day 30

(c) Level 5 lockdown from day 50

(d) Level 5 lockdown from day 70

(e) Level 5 lockdown from day 90

Figure 4.5: Sensitivity analysis of level 5 lockdown parameter
and is followed by the removed compartment increasing at a steady, linear rate. The exposed and infected groups remain very low. Starting level 5 lockdown from day 10 seems to control the outbreak in this simulation quite well and the outbreak looks as if it will continue at a steady pace but does not appear to taper off. This appearance is estimated by looking at the linear nature of the susceptible agents variable. However, starting level lockdown from day 30, the dynamics change significantly. The susceptible and removed compartments now start to develop a clear curve reminiscent of a classic SEIR model but taper off. This tapering off is quite slow and takes until the end of the simulation to level off. The infected and exposed curves start to become visible as the number of infections increases. Starting level 5 lockdown from day 30 did seem to control the outbreak in this simulation, but since the momentum of the disease took time to dissipate, the effect was slow. Starting level 5 lockdown from day 50 or day 70 were interesting. The spread of the disease can clearly be seen increasing as the start day of level 5 lockdown begins later, and the infected and exposed curves were now clearly visible. Interestingly in both scenarios, the exposed curve noticeably decreased soon after level 5 lockdown began. This suggested that the number of new infections in the model decreased sharply soon after level 5 lockdown, followed by a sharp decrease in the infected curve a short time later. This may also explain how the momentum of the outbreak was maintained. Even though the number of new infections (i.e. exposed individuals) decreased noticeably, the incubation time of 4.5 days ensures that the infected curve does not necessarily peak immediately. While the level 5 lockdown interventions did have an effect on the spread of the disease in this simulation after 50 and 70 days, the momentum gathered by the outbreak at this stage masked the effect of the intervention immediately after its implementation. Effective communication to the public would be required to reinforce and reassure the effectiveness of the intervention. Finally, introducing level 5 lockdown after day 90 had very little impact on the spread of the disease. By this point, the majority of the population in the simulation had been exposed to the disease and, while the intervention should decrease the number of new infections, the peak of exposed and infection compartments had already passed and the outbreak was naturally running
its course. The benefit of this was that the outbreak in the model was short, and recovery is quick. However, due to the huge scale of the outbreak, the consequence was an increased risk of a large number of disease related deaths.

Testing and tracing

The second experiment in the sensitivity analysis varied the testing function and contact tracing function. Since each of these are binary values (on or off), 4 scenarios were simulated, totaling 400 runs.

The expectation before running the experiment was that the outbreak would have a larger rate of infection when testing and/or tracing is disabled, compared to the rate of infection when either of these interventions were switched on. However, Figure 4.6 shows a surprising result observed in the experiment. Regardless of whether the contact tracing intervention was enabled or not, a larger outbreak was observed when the testing intervention was switched off compared to when the testing intervention was switched on. The reason is caused by a limitation in the model. When testing is switched off, all agents with a mild infection are symptomatic and therefore will isolate at home. The compliance level of agents will be 100%, which will not be representative of the real world, where a small percentage of individuals may not be compliant with this guidance. In addition, the model assumes that agents isolating cannot infect other agents that come into close contact with them. Therefore, when testing is disabled, agents infected will isolate at home, or will isolate in hospital if the infection progresses to a severe or critical case until recovery or death. However, when testing is enabled, symptomatic cases and/or cases identified through close contacts, are periodically tested with a rate accuracy of 87%. Therefore, 13% of positive cases will test negative, stop isolating and go back into the community where they can infect other agents in the environment unless their case progresses to a severe or critical case when they will isolate in hospital.

While this limitation is not ideal in the simulation, it reflects the complexity of modelling human behaviour in complex circumstances. This will not adversely affect
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Figure 4.6: Sensitivity analysis of testing and tracing functions
the main experiment in this study since this will assume that both testing and contact tracing interventions are both enabled for the course of the outbreak. Having both interventions enabled does give realistic behaviour and the recommendation would be to not run this model with testing disabled. This also highlights the value of sensitivity analysis, and pushing the values of variables beyond the limits of what would be expected in a real world scenario to test the thresholds of the model’s capability. For the purpose of this experiment and study, and to operate within the constraints of time and scope, the decision was made to acknowledge the limitation and continue with the experiment.

**Reduction of transmissibility**

The final experiment in the sensitivity analysis focused on the reduction of transmissibility of the disease. This represented the public health advice of handwashing, mask wearing, and physical distancing. A value of 100% represented no reduction of transmissibility and the probability of infection remained at the values of $\beta_1$ from Table 3.6. Whereas, a value of 50% represented the values of $\beta_1$ from Table 3.6 to be reduced by 50%, and so on. The value of this parameter in the model was set to 20% (Kennelly et al., 2020; Chu et al., 2020). However the sensitivity analysis varies this parameter through the values 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% with all other parameters held constant.

The expectation of the experiment was that as the transmissibility increased, so too would the size and speed of the outbreak. Figure 4.7 shows the results of the experiment for each of the five values of transmissibility. At 20%, the rate of infection is moderate with an initial wave of infection during the first half of the outbreak and exposure tapering off slowly during the course of the outbreak. Approximately 20% of the susceptible population become exposed to the disease. However this behaviour changed quickly when transmissibility was set to 40%. The wave of infection significantly increased, even after level 5 lockdown had started and new exposures reduced. By the end of the outbreak, approximately 60% of the population had become exposed to the disease, and the wave of infection peaked at approximately 30% of the
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(a) Transmissibility of 20%

(b) Transmissibility of 40%

(c) Transmissibility of 60%

(d) Transmissibility of 80%

(e) Transmissibility of 100%

Figure 4.7: Sensitivity analysis of transmissibility
population (including both exposed and infected compartments). With transmissibility increased to 60% and 80%, the pattern continued with the size of the outbreak becoming larger and the wave of infection becoming steeper. The curve of the removed compartment also became steeper as transmissibility increased and the outbreak dissipated in the final third of the outbreak. Finally, at 100% transmissibility, the output of the model resembled SEIR curves where no interventions at all had been in place. A short, sharp wave of infection peaked at 60% of the population (including exposed and infected compartments), followed by a short, sharp recovery where the curve of the removed compartment tapers off for the final third of the outbreak. By the end of the outbreak, over 90% of the population has become exposed to the disease.

The experiment demonstrated that the model was highly sensitive to the transmissibility parameter. Small changes to the parameter could have a significant impact on the outbreak of the disease. The interpretation of this characteristic to a real world outbreak of COVID-19 intuitively suggests that close contact with other potentially infectious individuals without the use of public health practices can have a significant impact on the progression of the outbreak.

4.1.4 Validation compared to real world data

The final stage of the validation process outlined by Hunter & Kelleher (2020) is a comparison of the data from the agent based model to real world data for the outbreak in county Carlow. The validation was assessed by comparing the real world data, in terms of confirmed cases of COVID-19, to a distribution of 300 simulated runs from the base version of the agent based model. This base model, described in section 3.5, included all interventions enabled in the model except for random testing, and the response variable was the number of confirmed cases each day.

A number of pre-processing steps were required. Firstly, since the agent based model was calculated at hour level, the results were aggregated up to day level by integer dividing by 24, and taking the mean. Secondly, the agent based model calculated a running total of the number of confirmed cases, so a daily total was calculated.
by taking the difference from the previous day. Since the model was a sample of the real world data, the results from each simulation were scaled up to match the real world data by dividing the daily cases from each simulation by 4843 (sample size) and multiplying by 56932 (population of county Carlow). Finally, the simulations all had a spike of cases at the beginning, which was as a result of the outbreak starting. To account for this a value of 0 was set for the daily cases for the first 12 days. This included the 6 days at the end of November and 6 days at the beginning of December.

Three comparisons were made between the agent based model and the real world data. Firstly, a test was performed to determine if the samples were from the same distribution. The agent based model was aggregated across all 300 runs using the mean of each day. Before the test was performed, the assumptions of an independent samples t-test were assessed, i.e. distribution normality and homogeneity of variance. Each sample was tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk statistical test and the
Table 4.4: Results of statistical tests used on experiment data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Real world data</th>
<th>Simulated data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shapiro test (p-value)</td>
<td>2.24206</td>
<td>0.00961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levene test (p-value)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.04547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann Whitney test (p-value)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.02310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spearman correlation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.72782 (p-value: 6.48636e-16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson correlation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.68755 (p-value: 9.92688e-14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

results are shown in Table 4.4. The Null hypothesis of the Shapiro-Wilk test is that the sample is from a normal distribution. Neither the real world data nor the simulated data from the agent based models were shown to be normally distributed since the p-values were less than $\alpha$, where $\alpha = 0.05$. To test for equal variance, Levene’s test was used and the results are shown in Table 4.4. The Null hypothesis of Levene’s test is that the samples have equal variance. Since the p-value was 0.04547, the Null hypothesis was rejected in favour of the alternate and the result was assumed to be that the samples did not have equal variance at a confidence level of 95% ($\alpha = 0.05$). Given that both samples were normally distributed but their variances were not equal, a two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test test was used in favour of an independent t-test. The Null hypothesis of the Mann-Whitney U-test is that the two samples are from the same distribution. The results in Table 4.4 show that the U statistic and associated p-value from the Mann-Whitney test had values of 3585 and 0.02310 respectively, which would assume that the Null hypothesis should be rejected in favour of the alternate, and conclude that the distributions were not equal. While this result was not as hoped, the agent based model was based on the assumptions that every person with symptoms of COVID-19 applied for and attended PCR testing, and that the reporting of testing was accurate and immediate. In addition, the agent based model did not account for differences in human behaviour over the Christmas period due to time and scope constraints. Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of daily cases, and while the distribution of the daily cases do not match exactly, the approximate pattern and scale was in line with expectations. With this in mind, a decision was made to scale up the simulated data differently. Instead of scaling up based on population size, the simulated data was
scaled up according to the size of the outbreak. Scaling up each simulated value by a factor of 4 produced a set of results that was a much closer match. With non-normal distributions but equal variance, an independent t-test had a p-value of 0.755 and a Mann-Whitney U-test had a p-value of 0.310, which showed that the samples could be from the same distribution using a different scaling factor. While these are not ideal results, the validation of the model continued as-is.

The second comparison to the real world data was a correlation test. No additional pre-processing was required to the two samples for the correlation test. Both Spearman and Pearson tests were performed with the results shown in Table 4.4. Both Pearson and Spearman correlation tests showed high correlations of 0.687 and 0.728 respectively and both sets of p-values were less than $\alpha$, where $\alpha = 0.05$. As a result, the assumption was made that the outbreaks from the agent based model and the real world were linearly related.

Finally, since every run of the simulation produced a different number of infected agents in the outbreak, a distribution of the cumulative number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 was produced by summing the number of daily cases for each simulation. The real data was then checked whether the cumulative number of confirmed cases during the real outbreak fell into the distribution of simulated cases. Since the simulation was based on a sample of the population, the simulation values were scaled up by a factor of 4 as per the first comparison in this validation.

To check whether the cumulative number of cases of COVID-19 from the real world outbreak fell into the distribution of simulated outcomes, a number of steps were followed. First, a Shapiro-Wilk test was used to produce a p-value of 0.0998 which showed that the distribution of simulated outcomes were normally distributed. Next, a z-score was calculated for the real world value of 2034 cases by using formula 4.1, where $x$ is 2034, $\bar{x}$ is the mean of simulated outcomes, and $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of simulated outcomes.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of individually simulated outbreaks to real world

\[ z = \frac{x - \bar{x}}{\sigma} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

This produced a z-score of 0.008811 which was tested to determine if it fell into a normal distribution by calculating a probability density function. This test produced a value of 0.9929699, which showed that this z-score was indeed from the normal distribution of simulated outcomes using a scaling factor of 4.

The validation of this model produced some mixed results, some of which worked well and some which were not ideal. In terms of the number of runs, a value of 300 seemed appropriate and was similar to the number of runs from examples in the literature (Hunter et al. 2020; Silva et al. 2020). Cross validating the agent based model compared to the equations based model produced excellent results with very high correlations in the results and near perfect match in terms of behaviour of each
compartment in the simplified model. The sensitivity analysis showed how the model responded when varying different attributes. This also highlighted one weakness which does not affect the outcome of this model but it useful for consideration in future work. Finally, the comparison to real world data showed the general pattern of behaviour in the outbreak did match the real world data, and while the simulation did not match perfectly, using a different sample scaling factor produced results that were acceptable to continue with the experiment.

4.2 Experiment Results

Once the model had been validated, the experiment produced 300 runs of the simulation for each of the following scenarios. The base scenario, where the percentage of testing capacity reserved for random testing was set to 0%, followed by scenarios where the percentage reserved for random testing was set to 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. All other parameters in the simulation were held constant. This amounted to 1800 runs of the simulation in total. The response variables generated by the simulation are listed in Table 3.9.

The results of the experiment were analysed by comparing the base model to each of the models where a percentage of testing capacity was reserved for random testing. The statistic used in the comparison of the base model and each of these scenarios was the cumulative number of deaths at the end of each simulation. This comparison was made by calculating the difference between two means. Before a parametric independent samples t-test could be used, the assumptions of such a test, distribution normality and homogeneity of variance, were tested first. If the assumptions were not met, then a non-parametric test, Mann-Whitney U-test was used instead.

4.2.1 Testing the assumptions of a parametric test

The Shapiro-Wilk statistical test was used to assess whether the samples were normally distributed. The results for each of the samples were shown in Table 3.9. In all
### Results of statistical tests in experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Shapiro test (p-value)</th>
<th>Levene test (vs base model) (p-value)</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney U-test (p-value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base model</td>
<td>4.959741073773642e-11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% random testing</td>
<td>2.26469472514226e-12</td>
<td>0.2808275144057998</td>
<td>0.34582545466108683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% random testing</td>
<td>2.4450958618915664e-11</td>
<td>0.9063451553730657</td>
<td>0.05666387868892259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% random testing</td>
<td>3.486663735507968e-11</td>
<td>0.5591615905929357</td>
<td>0.07881522995053614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% random testing</td>
<td>8.980246017295523e-13</td>
<td>0.9688079291689023</td>
<td>0.007734610300772811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% random testing</td>
<td>1.05494976860983e-12</td>
<td>0.9703003908034008</td>
<td>0.019524229851639353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Results of statistical tests used on experiment data

samples, the p-value was less than $\alpha$, where $\alpha = 0.05$, so the null hypothesis of normality was rejected for the alternate and all samples were assumed to be non-normal. Since these results violated one of the assumptions of the parametric independent samples t-test, the non-parametric test, Mann-Whitney U-test was used. However, for completeness, the results from the test for equal variance are described below.

Levene’s test for equal variance was used between the base model and each of the random testing scenarios. The results of these tests are shown in Table 4.5. The results show that the base scenario and each of the random testing scenarios all have equal variance. However, as previously discussed, the test for normality had failed so the non-parametric test was used instead.

### 4.2.2 Test for difference in means

The Mann-Whitney U-test was used to test for difference in means. The alternate hypothesis in this study is that the number of COVID-19 related deaths in an Irish county is significantly higher in a population using a regime of close-contact tracing than in a population augmented with random testing. Therefore, a one-sided U-test was used where the results of the base model were tested to assess whether the number of deaths in this scenario were statistically significantly higher than the number of deaths in each of the scenarios with random testing. The results of this test are shown in Table 4.5.
The base model shows a difference in means in two scenarios with a very close result for a potential third scenario. The p-values in scenarios with 40% and 50% random testing are 0.0077 and 0.0195 respectively, which are both less than $\alpha$, where $\alpha = 0.05$. Therefore, the null hypothesis of equal means was rejected in favour of the alternate. It was then inferred that, in this simulation, scenarios with 40% and 50% random testing resulted in a statistically significant reduction of deaths compared to a testing regime of close contact tracing only, at a confidence level of 95%. There is also an argument for the scenario with 20% random testing to be included in this inference since the p-value of 0.0567 was very close to $\alpha$ (0.05).

Figure 4.10: Comparison of number of deaths between scenarios

Figure 4.10 and Table 4.6 show the average number of deaths across all runs for each scenario. The same trend as described by the Mann-Whitney test results are shown. There seems to be two groups of results. One group contains the base model
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>CI Lower</th>
<th>CI Upper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base model</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.61739</td>
<td>2.12697</td>
<td>2.49303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% random testing</td>
<td>2.30334</td>
<td>1.73050</td>
<td>2.10751</td>
<td>2.49916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% random testing</td>
<td>2.09334</td>
<td>1.56186</td>
<td>1.91659</td>
<td>2.27007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% random testing</td>
<td>2.10667</td>
<td>1.52415</td>
<td>1.93419</td>
<td>2.27914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% random testing</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.55812</td>
<td>1.84368</td>
<td>2.19632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% random testing</td>
<td>2.06667</td>
<td>1.63231</td>
<td>1.88195</td>
<td>2.25138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Descriptive statistics from experiment

and the model with 10% random testing and the second group contains the models with random testing of 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%.

The results generated by the experiment show in that, in this simulation, the introduction of random testing to augment a regime of close contact tracing and testing does have a significant impact on the number of deaths compared to contact tracing and testing alone. The number of deaths at the end of each simulation is still very low but since this experiment is a sample of the population, it can be scaled back up to real world levels using a factor of 4 as per the model validation.

4.3 Evaluation and discussion

The aim of this study was to test whether the introduction of random testing, as an augmentation to a testing regime that consisted of close contact tracing and PCR testing, could have a statistically significant impact on the number of COVID-19 related deaths. An agent based model was used to simulate a number of scenarios where the percentage of testing capacity reserved for random testing was varied from 0% to 50% in increments of 10%. Additional interventions were included in the simulations including reduced disease transmissibility to account for public health measures such as mask wearing and physical distancing, working from home and level 5 lockdown to lower mobility within the model, as well as contact tracing and PCR testing. Sensitivity analysis showed that this model was very sensitive to transmissibility reduction.
Figure 4.11: Trend of combined testing carried out during each scenario (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%) and the day on which level 5 lockdown started (10, 30, 50, 70, and 90), both of which would have been expected. However, due to a limitation, disabling PCR testing reduced the size of the outbreak in the model, since it assumed 100% isolation compliance from mildly infected individuals, which outperformed the detection and isolation of individuals identified through PCR testing. Each of these interventions were held constant while the percentage of random testing was varied during each scenario, and 300 runs of each scenario were simulated in the experiment. The base scenario was assumed to be the scenario where 0% of the testing capacity was reserved for random testing. Each of the other scenarios were compared to the base scenario using the Mann-Whitney U-test of difference in means. The statistic tested was the number of COVID-19 related deaths at the end of each simulation. The results of the comparison showed that the difference in means was statistically significant in cases where random testing levels of 40% and 50% were
used, at a confidence level of 95%. Two other scenarios were very close to being statistically significant where the percentage of random testing was 20% and 30% with p-values of 0.056 and 0.078 respectively. While the expectation of some of scenarios generating a statistically significant result was realistic, it was surprising that four out of five were either significant or very close to being significant. Equation based models discussed in this study did include a number of interventions to limit the spread of the disease, but testing and diagnostic capacity were only included in a small number of studies (Godio et al., 2020; Choi & Ki, 2020). It is difficult to compare the results of this model to such equation based models, since an assumption of these models is that the majority of the population will become infected. Even though equation based models are often not a realistic representation of real world outbreaks, these models are useful to test the effectiveness of various interventions and detect macro trends. Godio et al. (2020) did conclude that extensive testing in the early stages of an epidemic has a positive effect on the number of COVID-19 related deaths. While random testing was not considered, this did increase the number of tests performed in the early stages of the outbreak modeled in the agent based model from this study. Similarly, Choi & Ki (2020) concluded that the transmission period and rate both decreased with active testing, which is aligned with the proactive approach to testing that this study explores. Agent based models can simulate far more complex phenomena, including diagnostic testing, but these models do require significantly more input data and computational power. Panovska-Griffiths et al. (2020) used the Covasim software to generate an agent based model with the aim of reopening schools, and concluded that significant levels of testing would be required to prevent future waves of infection. While the random testing from this study does not constitute an increase in overall capacity, the use of random testing did increase testing activity throughout the outbreak.

Reserving a proportion of testing capacity each day for random testing implies that a small number of tests are attempting to detect positive cases of COVID-19 within a relatively large population of individuals. In the case of reserving 50% of testing
capacity for random testing, this amounts to 13 tests per day to detect positive cases within a susceptible population of over 4800 individuals. Although a low detection rate would be expected, this study has shown that early detection of asymptomatic individuals in the simulated outbreak significantly reduced the rate of infection, which in turn reduced the risk of COVID-19 related deaths. The detection rate of infected agents across all random testing scenarios was approximately 1.6% (number of detected cases from random testing / total random tests performed). There is a trade off here between reserving the testing capacity for random testing and retaining the ability to increase standard close contact testing during periods of high demand. While a real world regime may adjust the percentage of random testing depending on demand, this study retained the same percentage throughout each scenario regardless of demand. However, Figure 4.11 shows that in this model, the introduction of random testing was not affecting the overall testing capacity and therefore the testing of symptomatic agents.

In the following chapter, the results presented here will be discussed and critically evaluated in order to determine whether the aims of this study have been met.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

This chapter summarises the research undertaken in this study and discusses the results and their impact on COVID-19. The strengths and limitations of the research are also discussed as well as ideas for future work in this domain.

5.1 Research Overview

In December 2019, a novel coronavirus was identified in Wuhan, China and named as COVID-19. The Chinese government implemented a series of measures in an attempt to contain the outbreak, but instead, this quickly developed into a global pandemic. As of February 12th 2022, this has resulted in 404,910,528 confirmed cases of COVID-19 and 5,783,776 deaths.¹ Multiple variants of the disease have also emerged, with the two most notable being named as Delta and Omicron. Early non-pharmaceutical responses included physical distancing, mask wearing, working from home, school and business closures, testing and close contact tracing, and the use of technology. During 2021, vaccination was included as an additional and the most effective response, particularly from a long-term perspective. Policy makers need evidence based recommendations to inform their response to pandemic and the ever changing landscape it creates. Epidemiology models such as SEIR can be used to predict effectiveness of interventions. These models can be built (individually or in combination) using differential equations,

¹https://covid19.who.int/
social network analysis, swarm intelligence, and agent based systems.

5.2 Problem Definition

Testing plays a critical role in the detection and isolation of infected individuals, which in turn slows down the spread of COVID-19. Symptomatic individuals can be found and isolated relatively easily, but asymptomatic individuals are more challenging to discover. Close contact tracing is aimed primarily at testing symptomatic individuals plus any others that they have been in contact with. However, this may only detect a fraction of the asymptomatic cases. There is an unmet need to detect more asymptomatic cases, which will further slow the spread of the disease and the associated deaths that unfortunately accompany it. Additional government responses, which are necessary, place a heavy burden on society in terms of economic, social, and mental health aspects. Any measure which eases this burden could have significant benefits for wider society.

This study proposed the following research question: Can the efficiency of a COVID-19 close-contact tracing regime in an Irish county be improved through the use of random testing of potentially asymptomatic infected individuals? The following hypothesis was derived from the research question:

**Alternate Hypothesis** The number of COVID-19 related deaths in an Irish county is significantly higher in a population using a regime of close-contact tracing than in a population augmented with random testing.

**Null Hypothesis** The number of COVID-19 related deaths in an Irish county is not significantly higher in a population using a regime of close-contact tracing than in a population augmented with random testing.
5.3 Design of Experimentation, Evaluation and Results

This study proposed the use of random testing to augment an existing regime of close contact tracing and testing. Due to the complexity of modelling disease, societal, and response dynamics, an agent based model was built. A specific outbreak was chosen in county Carlow between December 1st 2020 and February 28th 2021. This county was relatively small, so a small sample in absolute terms would represent a higher proportion of the population compared to a larger, more populous county. The input data was taken from the CSO website and included population demographic data such as household, age distribution and economic status as well as COVID-19 data on cumulative daily cases\(^2\).

The agent based model contained households, people, and small areas, which were based on data from the CSO. This ensured that the population in the simulated environment was representative of county Carlow in terms of age distribution, population density, and economic status which affected daily behaviour. The CSO data was based on Census 2016, and while this data is now up to 6 years old, this was the most recent validated dataset available. A Python script used this data to build a sample population of households and individuals within each small area. This dataset was then automatically imported into the NetLogo environment during the initialisation process. A number of limitations of the model included several assumptions required for the sample population. Firstly individuals in the population were assumed to be retired if they were aged 65 or over. 20% of workers were assumed to be essential workers but no distinction was made for healthcare workers, which would have a much higher risk of infection, particularly in a hospital setting. Although the age distribution and economic status of the individuals were each representative of the wider population, they came from distinct datasets, and the economic status data was at a national level rather than small area level. However, it was felt that this would not

\(^2\)https://www.cso.ie/
have a significant impact on the progression of the simulated outbreak since individuals aged 65 and older were assumed to be retired, and only 20% of workers commuted to workplaces.

The epidemiology attributes controlled the dynamics of the disease and were taken from the literature as discussed in Section 3.1.4 and Table 3.6. These values did produce an outbreak which was comparable to real world data and the incorporation of several additional compartments for infected asymptomatic, infected symptomatic, infected severe, and infected critical individuals allowed a much more granular view of what was happening within different aspects of the model. Future work here could include fine tuning the epidemiology parameter values given that the literature did not have values specific to Ireland. A grid search type function could work well here to fit the model to real world data. However care would need to be taken to avoid overfitting.

Government responses in the model included the reduction of transmissibility, contact tracing, PCR testing, level 5 lockdown, and random testing. Reduction in transmissibility worked well as a proxy for mask wearing, hand washing, and physical distancing. The value of 20% was taken from the literature, however, it was not possible to validate this number based on available data in Ireland. The contact tracing function enabled infected individuals to remember which other agents they came into contact with since they became infected. Flagging these close contacts for PCR testing in the case of a confirmed case of COVID-19 gave realistic behaviour in terms of how the response worked in the real world. A limitation in this model was every agent remembered every close contact since they became infected, which would not likely reflect the real world. It was a difficult decision to determine what percentage of close contacts were remembered since no data was available. The assumption was then made that all close contacts were remembered. The testing was assumed to be PCR testing, which is the gold standard and was used in Ireland at the time of the simulated outbreak. Ensuring the testing capacity was representative, given the sample size, and performing the testing once per day produced a realistic testing process.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

The introduction of random testing into the process was seamless since the random tests were performed earlier each day. The random test was also assumed to be a PCR test. Future work could be to switch the random test to antigen-based. While the accuracy of the antigen is accepted to be lower, the volume of testing could be much higher, and with a higher reach could potentially detect a much higher proportion of asymptomatic individuals (Nagura-Ikeda et al., 2020). However, one concern voiced by the National Public Health Emergency Team (NPHET) was inappropriate use of antigen testing where a negative test is produced for infected symptomatic individuals, and they proceed to stop isolating and go back into the community. Such scenarios demonstrate the complexity of modelling agent behaviour. Introducing two levels of restrictions focused on movement of individuals in the environment. Level 5 restrictions involved much less free movement around the environment in order to reduce the risk of agents having close contact. The reduced free movement time also represented travel restrictions since agents stayed reasonable close to their own households. A limitation of the model was that it did not differentiate between a normal working week and the Christmas period where people’s behaviour would have been quite different. Also, the Level 5 restrictions came into effect from December 24th 2020 and no data exists on adherence to these rules for the Christmas period in 2020. The assumption in this model was that the population of agents all adhered to the Level 5 restrictions from December 24th.

Three experiments were conducted in order to validate the model before the main experiment was performed in this study. A limitation of agent based models in general is the difficulty of validating them due to their stochastic nature. The danger with over-fitting an agent based model to real world data is that there may be a number of configurations of parameters that predict the same observations. The validation of this model did have mixed results, as discussed now. During the cross validation between the agent based model and equations based model, it was expected to have results that were similar, but the validation produced results that were surprisingly comparable,
including very high correlations. Similarly, the sensitivity analysis produced excellent results with the agent based model showing it was responsive to changes to parameter values. Changing the values of the transmissibility and level 5 lockdown start date did affect how the outbreak developed in the simulation, which was as expected. One limitation found during the sensitivity analysis was discussed in Section 4.1.3 where the model performed better in terms of disease spread when PCR testing was not performed. This was due to the accuracy level of the PCR test and 100% compliance of infected agents remaining in isolation. This limitation did not affect the results of this study since testing was enabled for all scenarios, and a small amount of such leakage of false negatives back into the simulation environment may reflect behaviour in the real world. Finally, comparing the data generated by the simulation to the real world data for this specific outbreak did generate a high correlation which showed that the model was linearly related to the real world outbreak. However, the simulated data and the real world data were not from the same distribution when the simulated data, which was a sample, was scaled up to full size. This may be due to relying solely on disease attributes from the literature, instead of fine tuning their values against real world data using a grid search type function. When the simulated data was scaled up by a factor of 4, however, it did appear to be from the same distribution as the real world data. The real world data was also validated when tested whether it fell into the distribution of simulated outcomes by calculating the z-score of cumulative confirmed cases. While these results are mixed, they do show that the overall pattern of behaviour of the model was comparable to the real world outbreak in county Carlow and the experiment could progress with confidence.

The data generated by the experiment compared each random testing scenario to the base model and the results showed a statistically significant difference in means between the base scenario and two scenarios where 40% and 50% of testing capacity were reserved for random testing. Two additional scenarios of 20% and 30% were also very close to being statistically significant. These results showed that, in this simulation, random testing augmenting a close contact testing regime could help to
reduce the spread of COVID-19 such that the number of deaths could be reduced, compared to close contact tracing alone. The detection rate of infected agents across all random testing scenarios was approximately 1.6% (number of detected cases from random testing / total random tests performed). Even with such a small detection rate, this had a significant impact on the spread of the disease in the simulation. The agents selected for random testing were asymptomatic and had not been previously infected. This approach sought to take as targeted approach as possible to detect asymptomatic infected agents since symptomatic agents were already being tested through the standard PCR testing regime. This also demonstrates that both testing regimes work best when used together, and not with one replacing the other. A real world regime may dynamically adjust the percentage of random testing during an outbreak depending on demand, but this study assumed that the percentage of capacity reserved for random testing remained constant during each scenario.

5.4 Contributions and impact

The purpose of building epidemiology models, such as the one in this study, is to inform decisions on response policies and project their potential impact on the incidence of the disease. The results of the study focused on the outcome in the simulated scenarios, but they could also have implications for real world policy decisions. The study has shown that even a modest increase in the detection of asymptomatic infected people can have a significant impact on the spread of the disease, and although the implementation of a random testing regime may be difficult to coordinate in the real world, the benefits may outweigh the concerns. In addition, this epidemiology model has been built with multiple interventions available which allows additional complex scenarios to be constructed. The model can also be extended with additional societal and disease dynamics as the pandemic moves into new phases, for example the addition of vaccination.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

This model has been built for a specific outbreak in a specific county in Ireland. However, the combination of the NetLogo model and Python scripts presented in this study offer a powerful tool set that can be used by researchers to build local level scenarios in other counties quickly\(^4\). The pre-processing Python script\(^5\) has been generalised so that a county and sample size can be customised by changing two variables at the beginning of the script. The script outputs the relevant small areas, household, and agent data which are imported automatically by the NetLogo software during the initialisation process. Such customisation offers the ability to quickly respond to changing conditions in specific areas, or to implement a targeted response across a heterogeneous environment.

5.5 Future Work and recommendations

Some areas for future work have been discussed in this study, but are listed here for completeness. In addition, a number of other ideas for future work have also been included.

- Social network analysis could be used to build sub-communities within the simulation. People with larger social networks may be at a higher risk of becoming exposed to the disease. Expanding on this idea, it may be interesting to investigate whether personality type could affect the size of people’s social networks, and therefore affect the risk of becoming exposed to the disease.

- Vaccination data has not been included in this model since the vaccination programmes were not prevalent during the time of the outbreak being modeled. This would be relatively easy to add to the model once the data were available. It would be interesting to simulate what level of vaccination would be required for herd immunity, taking the prevalence of new, more transmissible variants into account.

\(^4\)https://github.com/johnmcdonne11/dissertation
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

• Since newer variants appear to be less severe, examining the risk of severe disease to an un-vaccinated cohort within a population of mostly vaccinated people could be used to measure the impact of COVID-19 on health system capacity (Abdullah et al., 2022).

• This study presented random testing as a non-pharmaceutical response to the pandemic, which was based on the PCR test. However, the use of antigen testing earlier in the pandemic may have offered similar or better results. This could also be an interesting topic for further research.

• Including geographically aware maps could be used to examine the role of movement on the spread of the pandemic. Mobile data is also available from Google\(^6\) and Apple\(^7\) which could be leveraged as part of this research.

\(^6\)https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/
\(^7\)https://covid19.apple.com/mobility
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Appendix A

Code used in this study

The following code was used to perform exploratory data analysis, data pre-processing, model validation, and experiment results in Jupyter notebooks using Python, as well as building and executing the model in NetLogo. All code is stored in the following GitHub repository and is described in list below.


- 1. EDA.ipynb. This notebook was used to perform basic exploratory data analysis to understand the datasets used in this study.

- 2. Preprocessing.ipynb. This notebook was used to build a sample population of people, households, and small areas

- 3. Model Validation.ipynb. This notebook analysed the datasets produced by the NetLogo experiments for validating the model described in Section [4.1](#).

- 4. Results.ipynb. This notebook analysed the dataset produced by the main experiment as described in Section [4.2](#).

- covid-sim1.nlogo. This is the NetLogo file that contains all code and interface elements used for all experiments.
Appendix B

Screenshots of NetLogo Model

The following screenshots show the NetLogo model interface as well as some individual elements of the output. Figure B.1 shows a close up view of the simulated environment so that workplaces, households, hospitals, and person agents are visible. The colour of the people represents their epidemiology status. Figure B.2 shows the interface designed for researchers to run the model and receive real-time feedback, and Figure B.3 includes additional parameters for the disease dynamics. Finally, Figure B.4 shows the Behaviour Space module used to design experiments using the model.
Figure B.1: Simulation Environment
Figure B.2: Simulation Interface
Figure B.3: Epidemiology parameters in the simulation
Figure B.4: Behaviour space used to generate experiments